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Abstract
This thesis aims to study the local mechanical properties of high pressure die cast
(HPDC) AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C and their microstructures. The
chemical composition of the precipitates and grain size, the effect of cooling rate on the
grains, the relationship between the grain size and mechanical properties, and the creep
resistance of these two HPDC alloys were studied and discussed.
In this thesis, the spherical micro-indentation, constant Berkovich indentation tests, and
tensile tests were performed on the specimens at 25˚C and 200˚C to probe their stressstrain response and creep behavior. This study used a new analytical technique to
deduce the stress-strain curves from the spherical indentation tests.
This thesis suggests that the mechanical properties of these two alloys have a
complicated dependence on the grain size. Although, with different RE additions, these
two alloys have a similar indentation creep resistance at 25˚C and 200˚C.

Keywords: Mg-Al-RE alloys, Spherical indentation testing, Elevated temperature
mechanical properties.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Magnesium (Mg) is one of the most abundant elements on earth. It was firstly
discovered in 1808. Mg is located in the second group of the periodic table. It has a
shiny silver-grey color. The density of Mg is only 1.728 g/cm3 making it be one of the
lightest structure metals in the world. Relative to its low density, the strength of Mg is
high. The properties of Mg can also be optimized by different alloying elements for
various applications. Because of its light-weighted properties, Mg is essential for
industry, especially for the transportation industry. For example, by applying the Mg
alloys in a car, the weight of the car would be reduced, and the performance and fuel
economy of the car would be improved.
However, the melting temperature of Mg is low, so some Mg alloys cannot be used at
high temperatures. One solution for this problem is adding a certain amount of rareearth (RE) elements (usually 2~4 wt%). The Mg-Al-RE alloys can maintain a good
strength at high temperatures (125˚C~175˚C). This study aims to evaluate the
mechanical strength of two types of Mg-Al-RE alloys named AE44-2 and AE44-4,
respectively. The main difference between these two alloys is the RE addition. For
AE44-2, the RE addition is cheaper than that of AE44-4.
The result of this study shows that these two alloys have a similar behavior at room
temperature and 200˚C. This result proves that the AE44-2 is an economical
replacement of the expensive AE44-4 alloys. This study contributes to the application
of light-weighted Mg alloy components in the automobile industry and promotes the
development of fuel-efficient cars.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
Magnesium and its alloys have very low density, less than 20%, and 70% steel and
aluminum, respectively, and possess excellent specific strength. This property provides
magnesium alloys with a wide range of application in weight-sensitive components,
particularly in the automobile industry. Die-cast magnesium alloys, which are ideal
materials for producing thin-wall structural components used in vehicles, are the essential
branch of magnesium alloys. A good understanding of the relationship among the cooling
rate during the die-cast process, microstructure, and die-cast magnesium's mechanical
properties are essential.
Previous studies about die-cast magnesium alloys have found that although die-cast
magnesium alloys have such good strength-to-weight properties, their creep resistance at
temperatures above 100˚C is poor.[1][2][3] Several techniques have developed to improve
the creep resistance of die-cast magnesium alloys. The AE (Mg-Al-RE) series of
magnesium alloys is one of the creep-resistant cast alloys with superior creep resistance at
temperatures up to about 200oC. This alloy series contains 1~ 4 wt.% Rare Earth (RE)
elements that react with the Al to form thermally stable Al-RE precipitates. Thus, AE alloys
demonstrate improved mechanical properties at elevated temperature. Among AE series
alloys, the AE44-4 (Mg-4Al-4RE) alloy containing Ce-rich mischmetal1 demonstrates a
good balance between the elevated temperature mechanical properties and die cast-ability.
Therefore, AE44-4 attracts industry and academia's attention. However, the high cost of
Ce-rich RE additions (Ce, La, Pr, and Nd) impedes its application in the market. A new
variant of AE44 alloy named AE44-2 has been developed, which still contains about 4 wt%

1

Mischmetal is a mixture of rare earths (Ce, La, Pr…).
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Aluminum and 4wt% RE additions. However, the RE additions comprise only two, less
expensive elements, namely Ce and La.
This study compares the local hardness, local stress-strain response, and creep resistance at
both 25˚C and 200˚C to study the effects of different RE additions on the mechanical
properties of AE44 alloys. Two forms of die-cast Mg - RE material are studied in this study.
One is a high pressure die-cast (HPDC) panel provided by Meridian Lightweight
Technologies Inc., while the other one is an HPDC pyramidal casting fabricated at Canmet
laboratories (Hamilton, ON). The chemical composition and grain size are measured across
the surface and core region of die-cast specimens. The measurement of chemical
composition and microstructure was completed by Mr. Aria Khalili and Mr. Himmatpal
Matharoo. The hardness of the panels was measured by Buehler Microhardness Machine.
The microscale mechanical properties of both AE44-4 and AE44-2 HPDC specimens were
studied using spherical micro-indentation tests at 25˚C and 200˚C. The load-depth data
obtained from spherical micro-indentation tests were converted to stress-strain curves
through a newly developed mathematical analysis. These results were compared with the
stress-strain curves obtained from the uniaxial tensile test to evaluate the reliability of this
analytical technique. The micro indentation tests were performed at different locations of
pyramidal castings and panels to study the dependence of stress-strain response on the grain
size. The constant-load Berkovich indentation creep tests were performed at 25˚C and
200˚C to compare the steady-state creep rate of every specimen. From these data, we can
assess the suitability of using the less expensive AE44-2 alloy variant for load-bearing
applications at temperature up to 200˚C.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Review
The purpose of this study is to probe the mechanical properties of AE44-4 and AE44-2 MgAl-RE alloys HPDC specimens by indentation technology and relate these properties with
local microstructure. In this section, the necessary information on magnesium alloys and
the relationship between microstructure and the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys
will be introduced. Secondly, the development of the AE series of Mg-Al die-casting alloys
will be presented with particular emphasis on the mechanical properties and microstructure
of the AE42 and AE44 alloys. Thirdly, the method of spherical micro indentation and its
application in assessing the local stress-strain response of material will be introduced and
discussed. Finally, the creep behavior of magnesium alloys, especially AE alloys, will be
addressed.

2.1

Magnesium and its properties.

Magnesium is one of the most abundant elements on earth. It was found by Humphrey
Davy in 1808 and was isolated by Antoine Alexander Bussy in 1828.[4] Magnesium is the
alkaline earth metal (group 2 metal) with shiny silver-grey color. The atomic number and
atomic weight of magnesium are 12 and 24.32 g/mole, respectively. The density of pure
magnesium is only 1.738 g/cm3 at 20˚C, making it the lightest structural metal.[4] The
crystal structure of magnesium is HCP (hexagonal close-packed), which has less active
dislocation slip systems than face-centered cubic (FCC). This crystal structure has
potentially harmful effects on the ductility of magnesium and leads to its directionally
anisotropic mechanical response.
The mechanical properties of pure magnesium are relatively poor. For example, sand-cast
Mg samples display a tensile strength of only about 90 MPa at 20˚C.[4] Adding alloying
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elements can dramatically improve the mechanical properties and cast-ability of
magnesium. The most common alloying elements are Aluminum, Zinc, and Manganese,
Silicon, and, more recently, Rare Earth (RE) elements.[5][4][6]

2.2

Magnesium-Aluminum based alloys

Most commercial magnesium alloys are based on the Mg-Al alloy system and contain
between about 1 and 10 wt% Al.[5] The beneficial effect of aluminum on the tensile
strength, hardness, and cast-ability of magnesium was first reported in the early 1920s [6].
These benefits arise from the precipitation of the MgxAly intermetallic  phase, as indicated
in the Mg-Al binary equilibrium phase diagram Fig.2.2.1.[7] Solid, HCP -phase
magnesium has a relatively high solubility for Al at elevated temperature. The maximum
solubility of Al in -Mg is about 11.8 at.% at 705K. (Fig.2.2.1) [7] The typical
microstructure of an equilibrium cooled Mg- (1-10%) Al alloy is shown in Fig 2.2.2.a[8].
It should note that these alloys will form 100% HCP -phase when they are annealed at
800-500K. Although the most die-cast Mg alloys contain only about 4% Al, their
microstructure will have the Mg17Al12 -phase, probably at -phase grain boundaries, due
to the high cooling rate during the die casting process. Fig. 2.2.2.b shows the
nonequilibrium microstructure of a typical as -cast Mg-Al-Mn alloy [9]

Figure 2.2.1 The Magnesium - Aluminum equilibrium binary phase diagram. (copy
from [7])
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.2 The microstructure of (a) an annealed Mg-Al alloy, (b) a typical as-cast
Mg-Al-Mn alloy (nonequilibrium). (copy from [9])
As introduced previously, aluminum is the most common alloy addition of Mg alloys due
to the beneficial effect on mechanical properties. The function of aluminum in magnesium
alloys has been studied.[10] Firstly, The precipitation of -phase particles effectively pins
the -phase grains and results in reduced -phase grain size. The small grain size can
strengthen the alloy by the Hall-Petch law (see Section 2.6 of this chapter).[10][11]
Secondly, the dissolved Al in the -Mg matrix introduces significant solid solution
strengthening to the alloy.[11][12][13][14] Thirdly, the Mg17Al12 -phase precipitates act
as physical barriers to the motion of dislocations through the -Mg matrix phase, increasing

6

its yield strength.[10]
During normal casting, particularly during high pressure die casting of Mg-Al alloys, the
cooling rate is fast, and thus solidification conditions are far from "equilibrium." Under
these conditions, the equilibrium Mg-Al binary phase diagram may not accurately predict
the actual microstructure of the casting. Besides, commercial Mg-Al alloys invariably
contain small amounts of other alloying elements such as Mn or Zn. These tertiary or
quaternary alloy additions alter the shape of the phase regions in the phase diagram. As a
result, it is often observed that the as-cast microstructure of commercial Mg-Al alloys have
some degree of eutectic morphology present even though the alloy does not cross a eutecticcontaining region in the equilibrium Mg-Al phase diagram. Also, the composition of the phase precipitates is often different than the expected Mg 17Al12. Both these features can
affect the mechanical strength and toughness of as-cast Mg-Al alloys. Figure 2.2.2 depicts
the microstructure of a typical as-cast Mg-Al-Mn alloy. The properties of common
commercial Mg-Al based alloys are listed in Table 2.2.1.
High-pressure die casting is a common method used for the manufacture of Mg-Al alloy
components. During this process, the local cooling rate within the casting is quite variable
and depends upon the location within the particular casting. The effect of cooling rate on
the microstructure and mechanical properties of a series of Mg-Al castings has been studied
by several researchers.[15][16] These findings are presented in more detail in section 2.6
of this chapter. The important point to note from these studies is that the local
microstructure and mechanical properties of die-cast Mg alloys are highly variable. Thus,
the subsequent chapters of this thesis focus on local properties of the AE44-4 and AE44-2
Mg-Al-RE alloys. We performed actual die-casting of the test material and then perform
mechanical tests and microstructural characterizations of various regions throughout the
castings to assess the degree of variability.
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Table 2.2.1 Mechanical properties and die cast-ability of common magnesium alloys
Die castability[17]

Mechanical properties
Yield
Stress,
MPa

Ultimate
Elongation
Creep strain
Tensile
to
%*
Stress, MPa fracture,%
AZ series (Mg- Al- Zn): AZ91D

139 (RT)

204 (RT)

3.1 (RT)

105
(150˚C)

169 (150˚C)

16 (150˚C)

115 (RT)
87 (150˚C)

AM series ( Mg-Al-Mn): AM60
0.97 (100˚C,
205(RT)
6 (RT)
100MPa)

0-5:
(bad-good)

3.4

[6]

2.5

[6][18][2]

NA

[6][18][19]

2.8

[20][21]

1.25 (150˚C,
50MPa)
AE series (Mg-Al-RE): AE42
226 (RT)
11(RT)
140 (150˚C)

24 (150˚C)

118
(121˚C)

177 (121˚C)

23 (121˚C)

106
(177˚C)

135 (177˚C)

28 (177˚C)

139 (RT)

0.08 (100˚C,
50MPa)
1.2 (150˚C,
50MPa)

Reference

0.41 (150˚C,
70MPa)

AE44
0.11 (175˚C,
60MPa)
135.1 (RT)

110
(120˚C)

251.7 (RT)

163 (120˚C)

8.2 (RT)

35 (120˚C)

0.13 (200˚C,
60MPa)
0.3 (250,
60MPa)
0.17 (175˚C,
75MPa)

* Creep strain listed in Table 2.2.1 were obtained by virous papers, so the parameters
of creep test vary.
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2.3

Magnesium alloys for elevated temperature application.

Although the magnesium alloys have excellent specific strength, the poor performance of
magnesium alloys at elevated temperature remains a barrier to further application in the
automobile industry.[1][22] As shown in the Table2.2.1, The tensile strength of AZ91D at
150˚C is only 82% of that at room temperature. Besides, the creep resistance of Mg-Al
alloys, especially the AZ91 and AM60B alloys, suffers a dramatic drop at the temperature
higher than 125˚C [23] G. Foerster defined the temperature, at which the creep strain
reaches 0.1% within 100 hours under a constant load (load=34.5 MPa), as the creep
resistant temperature. G. Foerster compared the creep resistant temperature of different
magnesium alloys (Table 2.3.1.[2]) and found that the AZ91 and AM60 have the poorest
creep resistance. In contrast, the AE 42 (Mg-Al-RE) has the best creep resistance, almost
double that of AZ91 and AM60. This drawback of magnesium-aluminum alloys is
attributed to the poor thermostability of the Mg17Al12  phase, which tends to degrade at a
temperature above 125˚C. Additionally, diffusion of aluminum atoms, which are released
from the  phase, also accelerates the creep of these alloys.[22][24][25][26]
Table 2.3.1 The creep resistant temperature of magnesium-aluminum alloys (creep
strain=0.1%, time < 100h, load=34.5 MPa) [2]
Alloy

Creep resistance temperature ˚C

AZ91 AM60 AZ102 AS41 AS21 AE42

121

121

177

149

177

260

Some techniques have been developed to improve the elevated temperature mechanical
properties of magnesium alloys. Firstly, introducing new alloying elements, which
preferentially react with Al and forming a stable intermetallic phase.[27] The second
method is forming coherent networking by a coherent phase to impede the grain boundary
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sliding.[28][29] The third effective solution is removing aluminum element entirely from
the magnesium alloys (i.e., the MEZ alloys [30][27] ) to eliminate the negative effect
associated with thermal decomposition of the  phase. The magnesium alloying system for
elevated temperature application can be classified into three groups: the first group is the
modified Mg-Al-based alloys such as the AE series (Mg-Al-RE), AX series (Mg-Al-Ca),
and ACM series (Mg-Al-Ca-RE). The second group consists of Mg-Zn and Mg-Sn-based
alloys, which are cheap but have little creep resistance improvement. The third group is the
non-aluminum magnesium-rare earth alloys, which have a good creep resistance but
relatively low die cast-ability and high cost. Among these three general groups of Mg alloys,
the Mg-Al-RE alloys with good creep resistance and die-castability have seen the most
industrial application. This class of alloy will be studied and discussed in this thesis.

2.4

Magnesium-aluminum-rare earth alloys

The AE series alloys have significantly enhanced creep resistance. The effects of RE on the
microstructure and mechanical properties of magnesium alloys have been studied. The rare
earth elements react with aluminum forming the Al11RE3 and Al2RE intermetallic phases,
which are more stable at elevated temperature than Mg17Al12. The Al11RE3 and Al2RE
intermetallic phases can impede grain boundary sliding.[27][22][31][32] Dow Chemical
Company developed AE42 (Mg-4 Al-2 RE) alloy, which has a good balance between
elevated temperature mechanical properties and die-castability.[33] Fig. 2.4.1 shows the
microstructure of the as-cast AE 42 alloy. In this microstructure, the Al11RE3 are present as
lamellar shaped precipitates, while the Al2RE are present as fine globular shaped particles
distributed throughout the -Mg matrix phase.[34] Moreno et al. confirmed the good creep
resistance of AE42 alloy and reported the creep strain of AE42 alloy remains under  =
0.005 for 400 hours at 150 ˚C and 70 MPa.[35] Due to its good creep resistance, AE42 alloy
has been recognized as the benchmark of creep resistance of magnesium alloys.[36]
However, AE42 alloy loses its creep resistance when the temperature rises to 175˚C.[37][38]
Powell et al. attribute this phenomenon to the decomposition reaction (shown below) of
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Al11RE3 at the temperature above 150˚C.[33]
𝐴𝑙11 𝑅𝐸3 → 3 𝐴𝑙2 𝑅𝐸 + 5 𝐴𝑙 [33]
This opinion is supported by Moreno et al., who reported that the morphology of AE42
alloy near the grain boundary changed after the creep test.[35] However, Zhu et al. propose
a different opinion. they studied the thermostability of Al11RE3 and Al2RE and found that
the intermetallic phase (Al11RE3 and Al2RE) did not change after aging at 200˚C for two
weeks.[39] They concluded that the Al supersaturated -Mg phase would release aluminum
atoms at elevated temperature and result in the continuous precipitation of the Mg17Al12
phase, causing the degradation of creep resistance of the AE42 alloy.[39]

Figure 2.4.1 Microstructure of AE42. (copy from[34])

2.5

AE44 (Mg-4Al-4RE) alloy

In order to further improve the creep resistance of AE alloys, the AE44 alloy was
developed.[40][20] Rzychoń et al. studied the microstructure of AE44 alloy and found that
the weight fraction of both Al11RE3 and Al2RE in AE44 alloy is 5.0 wt.%, almost twice of
that in AE42 alloy (2.6 wt.%).[41] Rzychoń et al. also found that the creep strain of AE44
alloy is below  = 0.0015 at 200˚C at 60 MPa for 120 hours. (Fig. 2.5.1)[41] Rzychoń et
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al.'s work suggests that the increase of these intermetallic phases could account for the
improved creep resistance of the AE44 alloy.[41] Zhu et al. found that the minimum creep
rate of AE44 alloy is much lower than that of AE42 alloy at the 175˚C, under the same
stress. (Fig.2.5.2 )[42] By adding more RE elements, the content of aluminum in the -Mg
matrix decreases and results in less the Mg17Al12, which impairs the creep resistance,
forming in the AE44 alloys.[42]

Figure 2.5.1 Creep curves of AE44 at different temperature ( applied stress: 60
MPa)(copy from [41])

Figure 2.5.2 Comparison of minimum creep rate of AE44 and AE42 at 175˚C. (copy
from [42])
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However, the high cost of rare earth elements hinders the wider commercial application of
the AE (Mg-Al-RE) alloys. The chemical composition of AE44 is listed in Table. 2.5.1. The
rare earth elements are added in the form of Ce-rich mischmetal, which contains four rare
earth elements: Cerium, Lanthanum, Neodymium, and Praseodymium.[40][43] Due to the
development of permanent-magnets, a high volume of neodymium and praseodymium are
consumed, causing a high cost of Ce-rich mischmetal.[31][44] In order to reduce the cost
of Ce-rich mischmetal, a cheaper version, which contains only cerium and lanthanum, has
been developed.[31][37] To distinguish them, the AE44 alloy, which contains the mixture
of only cerium and lanthanum RE elements, is referred to here as AE44-2, while the
traditional AE44 alloy contains four RE elements will be referred to as AE44-4. Zhang et
al. compared the mechanical properties and creep resistance of AE44-4 alloy and AE44-2
alloys. They found that the AE44-2 alloy exhibits good creep resistance at temperature up
to 200˚C, as shown in Fig. 2.5.3. They claimed that the creep resistance of the AE44-2 alloy
is better than that of the AE44-4 alloy due to the better thermostability of the Al11(Ce, La)3
precipitates.[31][45][46] The effects of individual rare earth elements have been studied,
and it is reported that the lanthanum has the best effect on improving the creep resistance
of AE44 alloy and the cerium has the second-best effect. Some studies indicates that the
lanthanum and cerium have the best effect on improving the creep resistance of AE44 alloy
because the thermostability of the Al11La3 and Al11Ce3 are more stable at elevated
temperature, have higher decomposition energy than Al11Pr3 and Al11Nd3. [47][48][49]
Table 2.5.1 Chemical composition (wt.%) of the AE44-4 and AE44-2 alloys
Metallic additions

Rare-Earth additions

Alloy
Al

Zn

Mn

Ce

La

Nd

Pr

AE44 (AE44-4)

3.69

0.03

0.37

2.24

1.32

0.64

0.24

AE44-2

4.03

0.02

0.27

2.51

1.56

0

0
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Figure 2.5.3 Tensile creep strain as a function of time of AE44-4 and AE44-2 alloys at
200˚C and 70MPa. (copy from [31])

2.6

Grain size effects

During the high pressure die casting process, the grain size varies by the thickness of the
casting.[50] Therefore, it is essential to understand the effects of grain size on the
mechanical porperties of polycrystalline magnesium alloys.
According to the Hall-Petch law ( equation 2.6.1), the yield strength y has a negative
correlation with the square root of the grain size d [51][52]
1

𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎0 + 𝑘𝑑 −2

(2.6.1)

Where 𝜎0 and 𝑘 are material dependent parameters determined by experimentation, for
example, Jonathan Weiler has developed an equation to calculate the initial indentation
stress at various regions of an AM60B casting following the Hall-Petch law, where 𝑘 =
274 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∙ µ𝑚1/2 and 𝜎0 = 10 𝑀𝑃𝑎.[15]
Bettles et al. studied the creep behavior of Mg-RE based alloys with different grain size
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and found that the grain size has some effect on the creep rate. Usually, the steady-state
creep rate has a negative correlation with the grain size. However, as shown in Fig. 2.6.1,
the relationship between steady-state creep rate and grain size is close to a parabola.[53] In
Fig. 2.6.1, the steady-state creep rate peaks when the grain size is around 235 µm. At larger
grain size (d > 235 µm), the steady-state creep rate decreases as the grain size increases.[53]
At the smaller grain size (< 235 µm), the steady-state creep rate decrease with the grain
size.[53] Bettles et al. assumed that the grain size of the grain-refined specimens is too
small to affect the total creep behavior observably, so the internal grain structure might
control the creep mechanism.[53]

Figure 2.6.1 Effect of grain size on the steady-state creep rate of AE-SC1 alloys at 90
MPa and 450 K. (copy from [53])

2.7

Creep behavior of magnesium alloys

Generally, the creep deformation of the metals can be defined as three stages: primary creep,
secondary creep, and tertiary creep.[54][55] The primary creep only occurs for a short time
and does not show a steady creep rate. In the secondary creep stage, the creep rate becomes
steady, and this "steady-state creep rate" is an important parameter for the creep behavior.
In the last stage, the creep rate accelerates and the test specimen fails.[56] The steady-state
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creep rate is used to study the creep resistance of different materials because this parameter
is easy to measure and study during the whole creep process. Three parameters: time, stress,
and temperature can greatly affect the creep rate. Researchers have developed the equations
to reveal the relationship between steady-state creep rate and other parameters. Equation
2.7.1 is one of the most important equations to study the creep behavior of materials.
𝜀̇ = 𝐴 𝜎 𝑛 exp (−

𝑄
)
𝑅𝑇

(2.7.1)

Where A is a constant related to the material, which can be determined by experimentation.
R is the gas constant, T is temperature, and 𝜎 is stress. Q is the activation energy of creep,
n is the stress exponent, both Q and n can indicate which kind of creep mechanism is
dominating the creep behavior of test specimens.[56][55] There are various creep
mechanisms during the creep of material. (i) the dislocation slip, the creep caused by the
motion of dislocations, is a creep mechanism occurring entire temperature range.[56] (ii)
the dislocation climb, unlike dislocation slip, this mechanism involves the vacancy-atom
exchange. This process is greatly affected by temperature because the dislocations need
more energy to climb over the hindrance via vacancy diffusion.[56] (iii) grain boundary
sliding. During this process, grains slide along the grain boundaries. This process depends
on the grain size or grain boundary density in the material. Although an interesting
parabolic relationship between grain size and steady-state creep rate was introduced in the
previous section, it should note that usually, the steady-state creep rate increases as the grain
size decreases because the reduction of grain size means the number of grain boundaries
increases. As a result, there are more obstacles to stop the motion of dislocation.[56] (iv)
diffusion-assisted creep, usually, materials are more likely to creep at elevated temperature,
and therefore various diffusion models is thermally activated[56]

2.8

Spherical indentation

Spherical indentation is an ideal technique to study the mechanical properties, such as the
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elastic modulus and hardness, of the materials. This technique involves pushing a sphere
indenter into a material under a specific load or indent depth to obtain the load-depth
response of the specimen. This technique was initially used by Brinell, who applied this
technique to study the hardness of materials.[57] The spherical indentation can also be used
to study the stress-strain response of materials. During the spherical indentation test, the
indentation stress keeps changing as the indenter pushes into the material. This process is
similar to the tensile or compression test, which can reveal stress-strain response during the
deformation of the material. The increases of applied load (P) and the contact radius (𝑎𝑐 )
go through three stages: first, the elastic deformation regime. In this stage, the deformation
of the material is recoverable. This contact mechanism follows the Hertz solution.[58]
Elastic-plastic transition is the second regime, in which the initial nucleation of plastic
volume appears.[58] The third regime is fully plastic. During the fully plastic regime, the
deformation of the material under the indenter is plastic.[58] Fig. 2.8.1.a illustrates the
schematic of the spherical indentation test. Where ℎ𝑡 is the total indentation displacement,
which is recorded by the indentation tester, ℎ𝑒 is the elastic depth, which shows how much
the specimen can recover after complete unload, ℎ𝑟 shows the plastic deformation of the
specimen after the complete unload, and ℎ𝑐 is the contact depth which is for the
determination of contact radius. Fig. 2.8.1.b is a typical indentation load-depth curve. In
the loading segment, the indenter pushes into the specimen, and the indentation strain and
stress keep changing. This part of the curve reflects the stress-strain response of the
specimens. The unloading segment can show the elastic properties to some extent. The
slope of the initial part of the unloading curve is the contact stiffness, which will be
discussed later in this section.
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Figure 2.8.1 (a) Schematic of the spherical indentation test, (b) the load-depth curve
of the indentation test.(copy from [59])
In this study, the spherical indentation tests were used to study the stress-strain response.
According to the pervious researches, the determination of ℎ𝑐 (contact depth) is an
important but difficult part of all the calculation models to deduce the stress-strain response.
Many researchers have worked on it and proposed some methods to calculate the contact
depth. Oliver-Pharr proposed an equation (equation 2.8.1) relating the ℎ𝑐 to the
indentation load and the contact stiffness.[60]
ℎ𝑐 = ℎ𝑡 − 𝜅𝑃/𝑆

(2.8.1)

Where the 𝜅 is a constant related to the geometry of indenter, which equals 0.75 for a
sphere indenter.[60] It is easy to get the ℎ𝑐 by Oliver-Pharr’s theory since all the
parameters can be obtained in one spherical indentation test. However, this theory neglects
the pileup and sink-in effect.
Hill et al. found that the ℎ𝑐 and ℎ𝑡 has an analytical relationship. The value of ℎ𝑐 / ℎ
equals an invariant 𝑐 2.[57]
𝑐2 =

ℎ𝑐
ℎ𝑡

(2.8.2)

Hill et al. have studied the 𝑐 2 and found that the 𝑐 2 is a function of strain hardening
exponent n. As equation 2.8.3 shown, this relationship is effective only for shallow
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indentation (indentation diameter ≪ indenter diameter).[57]
𝑐2 =

5(2 − 𝑛)
2(4 + 𝑛)

(2.8.3)

The contact radius 𝑎𝑐 can be calculated using equation 2.8.4.
𝑎𝑐 = √2ℎ𝑐 𝑅 − ℎ𝑐2

(2.8.4)

Different techniques to convert the spherical indentation data to the stress-strain response
of the material have been developed. In 1951 Tabor proposed that the parameters of
spherical indentation have a relationship with the stress-strain response of materials. He
has reported that the plastic stain 𝜀𝑝 equals 0.2𝑎𝑐 ⁄𝑅 (equation 2.8.5), where 𝑎𝑐 is the
contact radius between tested specimen and sphere indenter, and 𝑅 is the indenter
radius.[61] Fig. 2.8.1.a demonstrates the schematic of the indentation test. This relationship
has become the basis of other theories.
𝜀𝑝 = 0.2

𝑎𝑐
𝑅

(2.8.5)

Tabor also proposed an equation to calculate the indentation stress (equation 2.8.6).[61]
𝜎=

𝑃𝑚
𝜓

(2.8.6)

Where the 𝑃𝑚 is the mean pressure, which is defined as the applied load P divided by
projected contact area A. The projected contact area A is only determined by the radius of
the sphere indenter R and the contact depth ℎ𝑐 (equation 2.8.7). The 𝜓 is a constraint
factor. Equation 2.8.8 shows that the constraint factor has three different functions
corresponding to the three deformation regimes.
𝐴 = 𝜋 (2ℎ𝑐 𝑅 − ℎ𝑐 )

(2.8.7)
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𝐶1
(Φ ≤ 1)
(1
𝜓 = {𝐶1 + 𝐶2 ln(Φ)| < Φ ≤ 𝐶3 )
𝜓𝑐
(Φ > 𝐶3 )

(2.8.8)

Where the Φ is a parameter which can be calculated by the equation 2.8.9.
Φ=

4𝐸ℎ𝑐
𝑑𝜎𝑡

(2.8.9)

Herbert et al.[62] proposed a model, which is based on the models from Hertz, Oliver and
Pharr, and Tabor, to convert the spherical indentation to stress-strain response and
compared the results with the stress-strain curves obtained from a uniaxial tensile test. They
conducted the indentation tests using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM)
technique, which can output the contact stiffness (S) as a function of the indentation
displacement.[62] The contact stiffness is then used to calculate the reduced modulus (E*)
using equation 2.8.10.

𝐸∗ =

√𝜋 𝑆
2 √𝐴

(2.8.10)

It should be noted that there are several models to determine contact depth: Matthews model,
Hill model, and Oliver-Pharr model.[63][57][60]. In Herbert's work, the determination of
contact depth ℎ𝑐 is based on the Oliver-Pharr model[62] (equation 2.8.1).
Based on Tabor’s theory Herbert uses equation 2.8.11 and 2.8.12 to calculate the
indentation stress and indentation strain, respectively.[62]
𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑑. ≈ 𝑃𝑚 ⁄3 ≈ 𝜎𝑡

(2.8.11)

𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑑. ≈ 0.2𝑎𝑐 ⁄𝑅 ≈ 𝜀𝑝

(2.8.12)

Herbert et al. provide a straightforward technique to obtain the stress-strain response from
a spherical indentation test. However, the Oliver-Pharr model does not consider the effect
of plastic pileup, which results in the underestimate of 𝑎𝑐 . The accuracy of equation 2.8.11
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and 2.8.12 is only limited in the fully plastic regime.[62]
Xu et al.[64] proposed a reverse analytical approach, which is based on the iterative
algorithm and can deduce the stress-strain response only using the spherical indentation
parameters. Based on the previous work, Xu et al. proposed equation 2.8.13 to calculate the
contact depth.[64]
1

ℎ𝑐 = ℎ −
2(
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

2
3

3𝑃
1
) ( )
4𝐸 ∗
𝑅

(2.8.13)

1
3

1 𝑃
𝛼 𝜋𝑎𝑐2

(2.8.14)

𝛽

𝑎𝑐
2 𝑅
√1 − (𝑎𝑐 )
𝑅

(2.8.15)

By optimizing the value of  and  the 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 and 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 can be calculated using equation
2.8.14 and 2.8.15. Xu et al. introduced two constraint factors  and  which are related to
the properties of material. As equation 2.8.16 and 2.8.17 shown, the  is a function of the
strain-hardening exponent n, while the  is a function of n and E/𝜎𝑦 . The coefficients in the
equation 2.8.16 and 2.8.17 are listed in table 2.8.1.[64]
𝛼 = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 𝑛

(2.8.16)

𝑝1 + 𝑝2 𝜉 + 𝑝3 𝜂 + 𝑝4 𝜉 2 + 𝑝5 𝜂2 + 𝑝6 𝜉𝜂
𝛽=
1 + 𝑝7 𝜉 + 𝑝8 𝜂

(2.8.17)

𝐸

Where 𝜉 = 𝑛, 𝜂 = ln (𝜎 )
𝑦

Table 2.8.1 Coefficients used in the equation 2.8.16 and 2.8.17.
𝑞1

𝑞2

𝑝1

𝑝2

𝑝3

4.30731

-2.14173

-0.10484

0.65039

0.03770

𝑝4

𝑝5

𝑝6

𝑝7

𝑝8

0.68093

-0.00348

-0.05567

3.36158

-0.16857
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This analytical approach provides a new perspective to deduce the stress-strain curves from
the spherical indentation test. However, the value of constraint factors  and  have a great
influence on the final result.
This study proposes a new analytic approach to convert the load-depth data obtained from
spherical indentation tests to stress-strain curves. This technique is based on the work of
Hill et al and Matthew et al. to relate the indentation stress and indentation strain with strain
hardening exponent.
Based on Tabor’s theory the value of strain  is related to the ratio of contact radius (𝑎𝑐 )and
indenter radius(R), (equation 2.8.5). This equation is the basis of this study to calculate .
The radius of the indenter can be easily measured, and the radius of the indenter used in
this study is 110µm (R=110µm). However, the determination of the contact radius is much
more complex. Due to the geometrical relation between contact radius (𝑎𝑐 ), contact depth
(ℎ𝑐 ), and indenter radius (R), (equation 2.8.4) the determination of 𝑎𝑐 can be regarded as
the determination of ( ℎ𝑐 ). As introduced previously, different technologies have been
developed to calculate the contact depth. In this study, the equation 2.8.2 & 2.8.3 proposed
by Hill et al. is used to calculate ℎ𝑐 .
According to the equation 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, 2.8.5.

0.2
2−𝑛
5(2 − 𝑛)
√5 (
𝜀=
) ℎ𝑅 − (
ℎ)
𝑅
4+𝑛
2(4 + 𝑛)

2

(2.8.18)

Equation 2.8.18 correlated the strain 𝜀 with the strain hardening exponent (n)
This study correlates the stress with the n value either, by the equation 2.8.19 proposed by
Matthew and Tirupataiah.[63][65]
𝑃𝑚
6
40 𝑛
=
( )
𝜎
2 + 𝑛 9𝜋

(2.8.19)
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𝑃

Where 𝑃𝑚 =𝜋𝑎

𝑐

2

As a result,

𝜎=

𝑃(2 + 𝑛)
2

2−𝑛
5(2 − 𝑛)
40 𝑛
6𝜋 (5 (4 + 𝑛 ) ℎ𝑅 − (
ℎ) ) (9𝜋)
2(4 + 𝑛)

(2.8.20)

Equation 2.8.18 and 2.8.20 provide a new method to deduce the strain and stress from the
load and depth. In these equations, only the strain hardening exponent cannot be obtained
from the test. However, this problem can be solved by an iterative algorithm. Before the
calculation, input a deaf n value, n = 0.3, and then calculate the strain and stress, a new
strain hardening exponent can be deduced by fitting the log(stress)-log(strain) curve. Then
repeat the procedure by using the new n value until the error of n value is less than 0.0001.
In this chapter, the background information of magnesium and common Mg-Al alloys and
indentation techniques is introduced. Due to the excellent specific strength and good diecast ability, the Mg-Al alloys are ideal lightweight materials for the automobile industry. In
this thesis, the microstructure and mechanical properties of two kinds of AE44 alloys
(AE44-2 and AE44-4) are studied to find the effect of different RE additions on the
properties of AE44 alloys and the relationship between grain size and the mechanical
properties. As introduced in this chapter the newly developed iterative algorithm is used to
convert the indentation load-depth curves into stress-strain response. The specific
experiment methods will be introduced in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
3 Experimental Methods
The overall objective of this thesis is to conduct an experimentation-based assessment of
selected mechanical properties (hardness, stress-strain response, creep resistance) of diecast AE44-4 and AE44-2 alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C such that we can compare the properties
of the less expensive AE44-2 alloy relative to the more expensive, and more well
established, AE44-4 alloy. The experimental methods that were used are described below.
In this study, numerous specialized high pressure die castings were made of each of the two
alloys, and data were collected on the temperature-time history of the metal during each
casting process. The castings were then sectioned, and the microstructure, 𝛼-Mg grain size,
at various regions of each casting was assessed and related to the specific cooling rate
during casting. An extensive set of micro-spherical indentations were performed on various
regions of the casting at 25˚C and 200˚C, and the resulting localized stress-strain response
was determined as a function of grain size. Finally, constant-load of Berkovich microindentation creep tests were performed at 25˚C and 200˚C on various regions of the diecast AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys.

3.1

Test materials (AE44-2 and AE44-4)

The AE44-2 and AE44-4 material used in this study was supplied by Meridian Lightweight
Technologies Inc., located in Strathroy, Ontario, Canada. The chemical composition of both
alloys is listed in Table 2.5.1. As was mentioned earlier, the main difference between these
two alloys is the composition of the rare earth mischmetal added to the alloys. The rare
earth elements present in AE44-4 are Cerium, Lanthanum, Neodymium, and
Praseodymium, while AE44-2 only contains Cerium, Lanthanum. The total content of the
rare earth elements in both alloys is about 4wt.%.
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Die-cast panels of AE44-2 and AE44-4, supplied by Meridian Lightweight Technologies,
were analyzed by X-ray diffraction using a Rigaku diffractometer located in the Department
of Earth Sciences at the University of Western Ontario. This analysis was performed to
determine if the two alloys contained different crystalline phases within their
microstructures. In the X-ray diffraction process, a monochromatic X-Ray beam was
directed upon the samples, and the intensity of the reflected X-ray beam was measured as
a function of scattering angle (2θ). Peaks in the reflected X-Ray intensity at particular
values of 2θ indicates the presence of crystalline phases, of unique inter-planar spacing
and crystal structure. The angular location of these “Bragg Peaks” was compared to the
Bragg Peak locations corresponding to known Mg-Al-RE compounds.

3.2

Specimen preparation

In this study, two kinds of specimens were used: (i) die-cast pyramidal test specimens and
(ii) high pressure die cast (HPDC) panels (Fig. 3.2.2). The pyramidal casting specimens
were cast using an instrumented mini caster located at the Canmet Labs in Hamilton,
Ontario. A dimensioned drawing of the steel mold assembly used to cast these specimens
is shown in Fig. 3.2.1. This drawing indicates the location of ten thermocouples that were
installed to record the temperature of the mold. The thermocouple 1 (TC 1) recorded the
temperature of the molten alloy in the center of the mold. The AE44-2 and AE44-4 HPDC
panels are supplied by Meridian and were used in several tests to compare the grain size
and indentation hardness with the cast pyramids.
A total of seven pyramidal castings, three AE44-4, and four AE44-2, were performed in
this study (Table 3.2.1). These castings were produced under different casting conditions.
During the whole casting process, the casting pressure and temperature were recorded.
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Figure 3.2.1 Dimensioned drawing of the steel pyramidal mold
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2.2 Photos of the test specimens used in this study: (a) as-cast pyramidal
specimen, (b) the mid-plane cross-section of a pyramidal specimen, (c) the HDPC
panels of AE44-4, and (d) the HDPC panels of AE44-2.
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Figure 3.2.3 Illustration of a cast pyramidal specimen which has been sectioned to
provide surfaces upon which micro-indentation tests were performed.
In order to perform spherical indentation tests on the pyramidal specimens, the pyramidal
castings were cut into three pieces (Fig. 3.2.3). The middle plane, which has two flat
surfaces and a triangle cross-section, was then ground with 400, 600, and 1200 grit SiC
abrasive paper before being polished using a 0.05 µm colloidal silica polishing suspension.
The HPDC panels were cut into 1cm×1cm squares. Some squares were ground until the
thickness was reduced by half to study the microstructure and mechanical properties at the
core region. Because the surface and core regions have different grain sizes, the spherical
micro-indentation tests were performed on the polished surface and the mid-thickness core
regions of the AE44-2 and the AE44-4 HPDC panels.
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Table 3.2.1 Information of the pyramidal specimens tested in this study
Estimated TC
Effective
1 cooling
solidification
rate,
time
𝒅𝑻
|
∆𝒕𝑻=𝟔𝟐𝟎−𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑪
𝒅𝒕 𝑻=𝟔𝟐𝟎𝑪
(sec.)
(oC/sec)

Measured average
grain size at the
TC 1 location.*
(µm)

Casting
Date
(2018)

Alloy

July 10

AE44-4

58

0.6 sec.

10.0

July 25

AE44-2

49

2.1 sec.

10.7, 18.4

Sep. 11

AE44-2

Sep. 13

AE44-2

Comments

Test failed
(leaked)
121

0.9 sec.

5.0, 2.8
Test failed
(recorded data
error)

Oct. 10

AE44-4

Oct. 23

AE44-4

125

1.1 sec.

6.6, 4.0

Oct. 29

AE44-2

40

1.9 sec.

6.9, 7.9

Table 3.2.2 Information of the Meridian HPDC test panels tested in this study
Estimated cooling rate,
𝒅𝑻

Alloy

|

𝒅𝒕 𝑻=𝟔𝟐𝟎𝑪

(oC/sec)

Measured average grain size at the
TC 1 location.*
(µm)

AE44-4

150**

3 – 8 (4-14)***

AE44-2

150**

3 – 12 (9-12)***

* Adjoining numbers represent values obtained from independent measurement sets.
** Estimated.
*** Grain size measured on the surface (skin) of the test panels. Grain size measured at the
mid-plane (core) is shown in brackets.
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3.3

Grain size measurement

The grain size measurement was performed on the mid-plane of cut pyramidal specimens
and as-cast panels because the cooling rate varies throughout the specimens resulting in the
grain size varies with locations. In this study the grain size was measured from the tip region
to the bottom region of the mid-plane of pyramidal specimens, and the skin- and core region
of test panels. (Note the grain size was measured by Aira Khalili and Himmatpal Matharoo).
The microstructure of the polished specimens were then imaged with Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM). Assessment of the average 𝛼 -Mg matrix phase grain size was
determined from the obtained SEM images of the microstructure by using the Clemex
image analysis software.2

3.4

Hardness tests

In this study, the hardness tests were performed on the panels at room temperature.3 The
Vickers hardness was measured using 100 g load and 10 second dwell period by Buechler
Microhardness Machine. The hardness measurement was performed at the top-, middle-,
and bottom regions, each region has three test location named edge, between, and center
(as shown in Fig. 3.4.1)

2

Note the grain size measurements were performed by Aria Khalili and Himmatpal Singh Matharoo.

3

The Vickers hardness of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels was measured by Aria Khalili.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4.1 The locations where Vickers hardness measurements were performed
on (a) AE44-2 panel, (b) AE44-4 panel.

3.5

Spherical micro-indentation tests

Spherical micro-indentation tests were performed on the polished specimens with a
NanoTestTM micro-indentation hardness tester. (Fig.3.5.1.a) The micro-indentation tester
is located in a temperature-controlled chamber situated on a pneumatic vibration isolation
table. The micro-indentation tester has an optical microscope attached to it, which allows
the user to accurately select the location on the sample where the indentation test is to be
performed.
The micro-indentation test is performed by moving the indenter, which in the case of these
tests is a diamond sphere of radius R = 110 µm (as shown in Fig.3.5.1.c) against the polished
sample, and an indentation is made at a constant loading rate of 5 mN/s. The indentation
load and depth are continuously recorded during the indentation process.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.5.1 (a) NanoTestTM micro-indentation hardness tester, (b) the specimen
mounted on the heater, (c) the shape and radius of spherical indenter used in this
study.
In this study, indentation tests were performed in the single- and multiple load-unload
formats shown in Fig. 3.5.2. These tests were conducted at room temperature (25˚C) and
200˚C. For the elevated temperature test, the temperature of the indenter was controlled by
an electrical resistance heater attached directly to the indenter, while another heater was
attached beneath the specimens (Fig.3.5.1.b). Both heaters were controlled to 200˚C, thus
maintained a constant temperature in the indenter-sample area of contact. The temperature
of the indenter and specimen was monitored by two thermocouples respectively. The
temperature of both specimen and indenter fluctuated between 199.8 and 200.1 ˚C. The
indenter and specimen were heated to 200˚C then kept this temperature for at least 1 hour
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before the indentation test to ensure the testing environment was stable. For a single loadunload test, the maximum load were set as 385 mN. A typical single load-depth curve is
shown in Fig. 3.5.2.a. The blue curve is the loading part, from which the stress-strain
response can be deduced. While the green curve is the unloading part. The slope of the
initial part of the unloading curve, shown as the red line in Fig. 3.5.2.a, demonstrates the
contact stiffness (S) of the material. The multiple load-unload curves are shown in
Fig.3.5.2.b. the number of load-unloading cycles is 7, and the maximum load is set as 385
mN. Spherical micro-indentation tests, described above, were performed at the tip-, TC 1-,
and bottom-regions of pyramidal specimens and the skin and core regions of the test HPDC
panels. The multiple load-unload tests were performed at various regions with different
grain sizes. The specific information of spherical indentations performed on every single
specimen is listed in Table 3.4.1.
The results of all spherical micro-indentation tests were converted to stress-strain response
via the analytic approach proposed in this paper. The load and depth data of the loading
segment were converted to indentation stress and strain, respectively, through equation
2.8.18 and 2.8.20. The deduced stress-strain curves were compared with tensile stress-strain
curves, and the strain hardening exponent, deduced from the analytic approach, of each test
was related to grain size.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5.2 Typical Load-Depth curve of (a) single load-unload spherical microindentation test, (b) multiple load-unload spherical micro- indentation test.
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Table 3.5.1 List of locations where spherical micro-indentations were performed on
the various test samples. The number of tests performed at each location is also
listed
Casting
Date
(2018)

July 10

Alloy

AE44-4

Location of the Indentation Indentation
indentations
tests
tests
within the performed performed
sample
at 25oC.
at 200oC
tip

2 tests

TC 1

4 tests

Comments

single load-unload
indentation tests

bottom

July 25

Sep. 13

Oct. 23

Oct. 29

tip

2 tests

single load-unload
indentation tests plus
17 multiple loadunload indentation
tests (7 tests at 25˚C,
10 tests at 200˚C

TC 1

6 tests

bottom

3 tests

tip

3 tests

TC 1

3 tests

bottom

4 tests

tip

5 tests

6 tests

TC 1

4 tests

5 tests

bottom

4 tests

3 tests

tip

4 tests

4 tests

TC 1

3 tests

3 tests

bottom

4 tests

6 tests

skin

8 tests

1 test

core

7 tests

2 tests

skin

5 tests

core

6 tests

AE44-2

AE44-2

AE44-4

AE44-2

HPDC AE44-2 panel

HPDC AE44-4 panel

single load-unload
indentation tests
single load-unload
indentation tests plus
8 multiple load-unload
indentation tests (2
tests at 25˚C, 6 tests at
200˚C)
single load-unload
indentation tests

multiple load-unload
indentation tests
multiple load-unload
indentation tests
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3.6

Tensile test

The flat-coupon tensile test specimens, cut from HDPC AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels, were
supplied by Meridian (Fig.3.6.1). Tensile tests were performed on these specimens at 25˚C
and 200˚C. The 25˚C tensile tests were performed on an ATM tensile test machine
(Adelaide Testing Machines Inc.) at the UWO. The tests were performed at constant
crosshead speed of 0.25 mm/s. Two AE44-2 and three AE44-4 specimens were tested. The
200˚C tensile tests were performed on an MTS tensile testing machine located in the Centre
for Advanced Composites located at the Fraunhofer Project Center in London, Ontario.
This testing machine is equipped with an elevated temperature environmental chamber (Fig.
3.6.2). The tensile specimens were kept in the furnace at least 30 minutes before testing to
ensure they reached the required 200˚C testing temperature. The tensile tests were
performed at a constant crosshead speed of 0.08 mm/s. Three AE44-2 and two AE44-4
specimens were tested at 200˚C. The stress-strain curves obtained from these tensile tests
were compared with those deduced from the spherical indentation tests.

Figure 3.6.1 The photo and schematic of the tensile test specimens, where A = 40mm
and the cross area (C*B ) = 17.405 mm2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6.2 (a) MTS tensile test machine with furnace (b) the specimens were
heated in the furnace.
In this study, the strain of the tensile tests was calculated based on the motion of the crossheads. As shown in equation 3.6.1, where 𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 is the distance between the crossheads of the tensile test machine, and 𝑙0 is the gauge length of the specimen.
𝜀𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 =

𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 𝑙0
𝑙0

(3.6.1)

It should be noted that this method for measuring strain is incorrect because the tensile test
machine does not measure the distance between the cross-heads directly. As a result, the
strain obtained via this method is larger than the true strain of the specimen.

3.7

Constant load creep tests.

The importance of creep resistance of magnesium alloys has been introduced in chapter 2.
In order to study the creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys, the constant load
indentation tests were performed on July 25 (AE44-2) and Oct 23 (AE44-4) specimens. As
introduced in specimen preparation (section 3.2), the pyramidal specimens were cut into
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three pieces, and the middle panels were used for spherical indentation teats, while the rest
part of July 25 and Oct 23 specimens were cut and polished for the constant load creep tests.
Fig. 3.7.1 shows the cut specimens before polishing. Alemnis indentation tester (shown in
Fig. 3.7.2) equipped with a three-sided pyramidal (Berkovich) indenter was used for the
constant load creep test. 4 The creep tests were performed at 25˚C and 200˚C. The
maximum constant load is set as 20mN and hold for 3600 seconds. The indenter was then
retracted partially to 10% of the max load (2mN) and hold for 1 hour for thermal drift
calculation.

Figure 3.7.1 The specimens prepared for creep tests the left three pieces are July 25,
right three pieces are Oct 23.

Figure 3.7.2 The picture of Alemnis indentation tester

4

The creep tests were performed with help from Giancarlo Jones.
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Chapter 3 illustrates the main study methods used in this paper. The alloys studied were
processed into two types, the die cast pyramidal castings, and HPDC panels. These two
specimens were cut into an appropriate shape and polished for the microstructure and
mechanical properties study. This chapter introduced the methods used for grain size,
hardness measurement, and the spherical micro-indentation tests and constant load creep
test to study the mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. The results will be
shown in the next chapter, and further discussion about these results will be presented in
chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
4 Results
This thesis aims to study the mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys and the
effects of cooling rate, grain size, and the temperature on their

mechanical peripeties.

Chapter 4 presents the results of (i) XRD analysis of AE44-2 and AE44-4, (ii) the variation
of temperature and pressure at TC 1 location for each pyramidal casting, and the cooling
rate of TC 1, TC2, TC 10 locations, (iii) the measured grain size of each casting at different
regions, (iv) Hardness of HPDC panels at different regions, (v) the load-depth graphs for
the spherical indentations made at each location within the samples, (vi) tensile tests
performed at 25˚C and 200˚C, and (vii) the displacement-time graphs obtained by the
constant-load indentation creep tests performed, with the Alemnis indenter, at 25˚C and
200˚C.

4.1

Microstructural analysis of the pyramidal castings and

the panels
As mentioned in previous chapters, the main difference between these two alloys used in
this study is the chemical composition. Table 4.1.1 lists the chemical composition of the
AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. The typical microstructure of the AE44-4 and AE44-2
specimens used in this study is shown in Fig. 4.1.1. Three different phases can be observed
from the SEM image: dark grey phase, white phase, and light grey phase. A further study,
using the back-scattered X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, indicates that the AE44-2 panel
contained La3Al11, LaAl4, and CeAl4 precipitates while the AE44-4 panel contained NdAl2,
Al2Pr, CeMnAl, and Pr0.6NdAl2 precipitates (Fig. 4.1.2). These precipitates are consistent
with the fact that the AE44-2 alloy contained only La and Ce rare earth additions while the
AE 44-4 alloy contained Nd, Pr, Ce, and La additions. Neither alloy contained diffraction
peaks characteristic of Mg17Al12 -phase precipitates.
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Figure 4.1.1 SEM picture of a specimen where three different phases can be
observed.
Table 4.1.1 Alloy composition (wt%) of the AE44-4 and AE44-2 alloys.
Alloy

Metallic additions

Rare-Earth additions

Al

Zn

Mn

Ce

La

Nd

Pr

AE44-4

3.69

0.03

0.37

2.24

1.32

0.64

0.24

AE44-2

4.03

0.02

0.27

2.51

1.56

0

0

The complex chemical composition of the AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys means that their
microstructural evolution during die-casting can in no way is inferred from the standard
Mg-Al binary equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 2.2.1). While complete phase diagrams do
not exist for the AE44 alloys, computed phase diagrams for the AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys
were obtained with the assistance of Prof. M. Medraj (Concordia U.). (attached in
appendices).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1.2 Reflected X-Ray intensity versus scattering angle, 2q, for (a) the AE44-2
sample, and (b) the AE44-4 sample.

4.2

The solidification process of pyramidal castings

The pyramidal castings used in this study consist of three AE44-4 castings and two AE442 castings. Detailed information has been introduced in the previous chapter (Table. 3.2.1).
As mentioned above, the change of temperature and the cast pressure was monitored to
study the effect of the casting parameters on the microstructure of castings. The cooling
rate can influence the grain size and, therefore, affect the mechanical properties of the
specimens. It is essential to understand the relationship between the cooling rate and grain
size for optimizing the process parameters during the high pressure die casting to get the
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desired mechanical properties. There are ten thermocouples in the pyramidal mold, but only
one thermocouple (thermocouple 1) recodes the temperature of molten metal during the
casting process. The results are shown below.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.2.1 The temperature and pressure versus time of (a) July 10 casting, (b)
Oct. 23 casting, (c) Oct. 29 casting, (d) Sep. 13 casting, (e) July 25 casting.
The cooling rate of the castings is essential for estimating the microstructure and
mechanical properties. Since the temperature of every pyramidal casting has been recorded
as a function of time, the instantaneous cooling rate (𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) can be calculated via equation
4.2.1.
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𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡

(4.2.1)

Additionally, the location of TC 2 and TC 10 (as shown in Fig. 3.2.1) is relatively near
castings, so the cooling rate at these two locations are also calculated. Fig. 4.2.2 shows how
the temperature and cooling rate changes with time. The temperature recorded by TC 2 and
TC 10 is far less than that of TC 1. This could be attributed to the location of thermocouples.
As shown in Fig. 3.2.1, although the TC 2 and TC 10 near the casting, they still record the
temperature of the mold rather than the temperature of molten alloys.
Similarly, the cooling rate of TC 2 and TC 10 is much smaller than that of TC 1 location.
Another fact is that the cooling rate of TC 1 location varies with castings. The highest
instantaneous cooling rate has been seen in Oct 29 casting with 433˚C/s. The lowest
instantaneous cooling rate is 181˚C/s of July 25 casting. For July 10-, Oct 23-, and Sep 13casting, the cooling rate is 267.50˚C/s, 378.50˚C/s, and 371˚C/s, respectively.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.2.2 The cooling rate and temperature of TC 1, TC2, TC 10 locations of (a)
July 10 casting, (b) Oct. 23 casting, (c) Oct. 29 casting, (d) Sep. 13 casting, (e) July 25
casting.
While the instantaneous cooling rate only reflects how quickly the temperature changed in
a short time (𝑑𝑡 = 0.02𝑠), which can fluctuate in a large range. The average cooling rate
(𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ), which is defined as the speed of the temperature drops 20% from the highest
point, could better describe the solidification process. Table 4.2.1 compares the
instantaneous cooling rate and the average cooling rate of these castings. From Table 4.2.1,
the large difference between these two kinds of cooling rate can be seen, for example, the
instantaneous cooling rate of Oct. 29 casting is highest, but the average cooling rate is
lowest. In this study, we believe that the average cooling rate can describe the solidification
process better. These average cooling rates will be related to the grain size at TC 1 locations
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in the next chapter to see the effect of the cooling rate on the grain size.
Table 4.2.1 Instantaneous cooling rate and average cooling rate of pyramidal
castings.

4.3

Casting

July 10

Oct. 23

Oct. 29

Sep. 13

July 25

𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (˚C/s)

267.50

378.50

433

371

181

𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (˚C/s)

170.17

142.69

49.77

136.68

59.90

Grain size measurement of the pyramidal castings and

the test panels
The variation of grain size within the castings has been studied. The SEM images of midplane of pyramidal castings were analyzed by CLEMEX software to measure the grain size.
For each specimen, 25 locations along the Y-axis and 25 locations parallel with the X-axis
were selected to measure the grain size of the -Mg phase. (Fig. 4.3.1) These locations are
marked by number 1 to 25, from top to bottom, and left to right. Table 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 show
the grain size of each location. Due to the pyramidal shape, the cooling rate varies with
locations in the castings. As a result, the grain size would vary with locations. Theoretically,
the tip region of the pyramidal castings would have a relatively small grain size, while the
base region would have a larger grain size. Fig. 4.3.2 and Fig. 4.3.3 show how the grain
size change in vertical (Y-axis) and horizontal (X-axis) direction.
The same procedure was used to study the grain size of the AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels at
the top-, middle-, and bottom regions (as shown in Fig. 3.2.2). Due to the cooling rate varies
with the thickness during the high pressure die casting process, the grain size measurement
was performed at the skin region and the mid-plane (core region) of the panels. The average
grain size of each region is listed in Table 4.3.3. Fig. 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 show the relationship
between the location and grain size at the core region and the skin region, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3.1 The points selected to measure the grain size along (a) the Y-axis and (b)
the X-axis.
Table 4.3.1 The measured grain size of each location along the Y-axis
Location
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AE44-2 (July 25)
Grain
Location
Size
Number
(µm)
3.30
14
9.40
15
13.30
16
11.20
17
11.20
18
7.90
19
7.90
20
11.20
21
11.20
22
13.30
23
11.20
24
15.30
25
9.40

Grain
Size
(µm)
6.70
11.20
11.20
5.60
9.40
18.90
9.40
13.30
11.20
11.20
11.20
11.20

Location
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AE44-4 (July 10)
Grain
Location
Size
Number
(µm)
5.60
14
7.90
15
7.90
16
7.90
17
7.90
18
15.90
19
7.90
20
7.90
21
15.90
22
9.40
23
9.40
24
15.90
25
15.90

Grain
Size
(µm)
18.90
13.30
18.90
22.50
7.90
7.90
15.90
11.30
18.90
15.90
26.70
26.70
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Table 4.3.2 The measured grain size of each location along the X-axis
Location
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AE44-2 (July 25)
Grain
Location
Size
Number
(µm)
9.40
14
5.60
15
7.90
16
11.20
17
11.20
18
11.20
19
11.20
20
13.30
21
15.90
22
15.90
23
15.90
24
9.40
25
11.20

Grain
Size
(µm)
9.40
13.30
15.90
11.20
22.50
18.90
13.30
13.30
11.20
11.20
13.30
11.20

Location
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AE44-4 (July 10)
Grain
Location
Size
Number
(µm)
6.70
14
9.40
15
5.60
16
<2.80
17
6.70
18
7.90
19
11.20
20
15.90
21
13.30
22
13.30
23
9.40
24
6.70
25
4.70

Grain
Size
(µm)
9.40
9.40
13.30
13.30
11.20
6.70
11.20
11.20
15.90
13.30
9.40
9.40

In the vertical direction, the experimental data shows that the grain size varies along the Yaxis. However, the variation trend of the grain size is not uniform. (as shown in Fig. 4.3.2)
This phenomenon might be caused by some pre-solidified grains formed before the molten
alloy was poured into the mold and mixed with the grains formed in the mold. In the AE444 HPDC pyramidal specimen, the grain size at the bottom region is 26.70 µm, while the
grain size at the tip region reduces to 5.60~7.90 µm. This result is caused by the different
cooling rates at the tip and bottom region. The volume of the melt is less in the tip than in
the bottom region resulting in a higher solidification rate at the tip. The same trend is also
observed in the AE44-2 pyramidal specimen. However, in the AE44-2 HPDC pyramidal
specimen, the average grain size at the bottom region is about 11.20 µm, which is much
smaller than that of AE44-4 (26.70 µm), then the grain size increases a little bit before it
reduces to 3.30µm at the tip. The small grain size at the bottom region of the AE44-2
specimen could be attributed to the melt leak during the casting process.
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Figure 4.3.2 Variation in average grain size along the Y-axis of AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys.
In the horizontal direction (shown in Fig. 4.3.3), the grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4
pyramidal specimens do not show apparent fluctuation in the tip region. This because the
volume of the molten alloys is relatively small, and the cooling rate in this region is even.
However, in the middle region of the specimens, the grain size increases from the edges to
the center. The symmetrical variation trend of the grain size in the middle region results
from the different cooling rates of the edges and central region. The edge of the specimen
contacts with the mold directly during the solidification so the heat can be conducted out
quickly, while the heat conduction at the central region is not as good as the edge of the
specimen, so the cooling rate is relatively small at the central region resulting in larger grain
size. The variation trend of grain size at the bottom region is not uniform since the bottom
region is near the gate of the mold and could be affected by the experiment error.
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Figure 4.3.3 Variation in average grain size along the X-axis of AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys.
Table 4.3.3 The average grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels at different regions
AE44-4

AE44-2
skin

core

Top

4.00 µm

Middle

7.30 µm

Top

9.40 µm

Middle

9.90 µm

Bottom

10.20 µm

skin

core

Top

5.80 µm

Middle

5.20 µm

Top

6.80 µm

Middle

11.30 µm

Bottom

7.90 µm

In AE44-4 and AE44-2 panels, the grain size changes have a uniform trend. As shown in
Fig. 4.3.4 and Fig. 4.3.5, the variation trend of the grain size at the mid-plane (core region)
and skin region of both AE44-2 and AE44-4 HPDC panels have a similar trend. The grain
size decreases slightly from the center region to the edge of the panels. This result is
consistent with the change of the cooling rate.
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Figure 4.3.4 Variation of average grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels at the core
region

Figure 4.3.5 Variation of average grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels at the skin
region
The temperature of pyramidal casting was monitored directly by a thermocouple at the TC
1 location so that the grain size at this region could be better related to the cooling rate.
Three points near the TC 1 location of each pyramidal casting were selected for the grain
size measurement. Fig. 4.3.6 shows the SEM images of these points. It should be noted that
the image scale of (d3) is 30µm, while others are 70µm. The grain size near the TC 1
location of each specimen does not change a lot. These SEM images were analyzed by
Clemex software, and the result was listed in Table 4.3.4. The relationship between grain
size and the cooling rate will be discussed in the next chapter.
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(a1)

(a2)

(a3)

(b1)

(b2)

(b3)

(c1)

(c2)

(c3)

(d1)

(d2)

(d3)

(e1)

(e2)

(e3)

Figure 4.3.6 The SEM images of TC 1 location, show the grain size of (a1-3) July 10,
(b1-3) Oct. 23, (c1-3) Oct. 29, (d1-3) Sep. 13, (e1-3) July 25, image scale for all figures
is 70 µm but (d3) is 30 µm.
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Table 4.3.4 The grain size of each point selected near the TC 1 location
Casting July 10

Oct. 23

Oct. 29

Sep. 13

July 25

Location
Point1

9.40 µm

9.40 µm

4.70 µm

5.60 µm

13.30 µm

Point 2

5.60 µm

4.70 µm

9.40 µm

4.70 µm

9.40 µm

Point 3

5.60 µm

5.60 µm

6.70 µm

4.70 µm

9.40 µm

4.4

The hardness of HPDC AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels

Hardness is an important mechanical property of a material. The hardness of the metal is
determined by lots of factors such as chemical composition, microstructure, etc. This study
compares the hardness of AE44-2 and AE44-4 HPDC panels at various locations (Fig.3.4.1).
The method of hardness measurement has been introduced in the previous chapter. The
results are shown in Table 4.4.1. The grain size (GS) shown in Table 4.4.1 is measured by
Image J software, using the optical microscope image of each test point. Fig. 4.4.1
demonstrates how the hardness change through the HPDC panels. The relationship between
hardness and microstructure will be discussed in chapter 5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4.1 The Vickers Hardness of (a) AE44-2 panel and (b) AE44-4 panel.
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Table 4.4.1 The Vickers Hardness and grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels at the
top-, middle, and bottom-region (each region has three different points: edge, in
between, and center).
AE44-2

AE44-4
66.68

70.96

Top

Top
(GS= 1.90µm)

(GS= 1.90µm)

67.24
Edge

Middle

77.501
Edge

Middle

(GS= 1.70µm)

(GS=NA)

69.73

72.09

Bottom

Bottom
(GS= 1.70µm)

(GS= 2.40µm)

69.07

69.334

Top

In Between

Top
(GS= 0.80µm)

(GS= 1.65µm)

69.18

71.52

Middle

In Between

Middle

(GS= 1.80 µm)

(GS= 1.50µm)

69.17

75.373

Bottom

Bottom
(GS= 1.30µm)

(GS= 1.60µm)

68.36

63.44

Top

Center

Top
(GS=1.60 µm)

(GS= 1.25µm)

69.89

68.94

Middle

Center

Middle

(GS= 1.20µm)

(GS= 1.65µm)

69.63
Bottom

75.09
Bottom

(GS= 1.60µm)

(GS= 1.50µm)
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4.5

Results of spherical micro-indentation testing

The micro-indentation test is an ideal method to study the local mechanical properties of
the materials, not only the hardness but also the stress-strain response and creep resistance.
In this study, the single load-unload spherical micro-indentation tests were performed on
the tip-, TC 1-, and the bottom regions of the pyramidal castings (as Fig. 4.5.1shown) to
study the stress-strain response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. The multiple load-unload
spherical micro-indentation tests were performed on the skin and core of the panels and the
Oct. 23 (AE44-4), July 25 (AE44-2) pyramidal specimens to study the local stress-strain
response at the regions with different grain size. All specimens were tested at 25˚C and
200˚C. Table 3.4.1 has shown detailed information about the spherical micro-indentation
tests performed on each specimen.

Figure 4.5.1 The regions of pyramidal specimens performed spherical microindentation tests.
Due to the variation of temperature was monitored at the TC 1 location, the spherical microindentation tests were firstly performed on this region to study the effect of cooling rate on
the mechanical properties. Fig. 4.5.2 shows typical indentations around the TC 1 location.
The distance between the indentations is controlled around 100±10 µm. The radius of an
indentation, as shown in Fig. 4.5.2, is about 15±1µm. (the scale is 2 µm)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5.2 The typical optical microscopy picture of the TC 1 location (a) before
and (b) after indentation tests
The load-depth curves obtained by single load-unload spherical micro-indentation tests on
each specimen at 25˚C and 200˚C are shown in Fig. 4.5.3 and Fig. 4.5.4, respectively. The
different colors of lines represent the different regions: the red lines are the load-depth curve
of the indentations at the TC 1 location, while the blue lines are that at the tip region (small
grain size), and the green line is that at the bottom region (large grain size). All these curves
are converted to stress-strain curves by the analytical approach introduced in chapter 2
(equation 2.8.18 and 2.8.20). The resulting stress-strain curves will be shown and discussed
in the following chapter. The curves obtained at 25˚C indentation tests have higher
repeatability. While the load-depth curves obtained at 200˚C are more unstable than that at
25˚C.
(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5.3 Load-depth curves of spherical micro-indentation tests at 25˚C (a)
AE44-2 (July 25), (b) AE44-2 (Oct. 29), (c) AE44-2 (Sep. 13), (d) AE44-4 (Oct. 23).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5.4 Load-depth curves of spherical micro-indentation tests at 200˚C (a)
AE44-2 (Oct. 29), (b) AE44-4 (Oct. 23) (c) AE44-4 (July 10).
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The single load-unload spherical indentation tests aim to study the stress-strain response of
AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens at different temperatures. While the multiple load-unload
spherical indentation tests were performed at the pyramidal specimens and panels to
investigate the effect of grain size on the mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys. The results of multiple load-unload indentation tests are shown in Fig. 4.5.5. It
should be noted that the different color of curves represents the different specimens, the red
lines are pyramidal castings, the blue lines are core region of the panels, the green lines are
skin region of the panels. Unlike single load-unload indentation tests, the multiple loadunload are performed at regions with different grain size. These two kinds of indentation
tests were converted into stress-strain curves using the new analytical approach. It should
be noted that the new analytical approach only uses the loading part of the load-depth
curves to deduce the stress-strain response.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5.5 Load-depth curves of multiple load-unload spherical micro-indentation
tests of (a) AE44-2 at 25˚C, (b) AE44-4 at 25˚C, (c) AE44-2 at 200˚C, (d) AE44-4 at
200˚C.
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In these load-depth curves, the pop-ins can be observed at the loading segment. Pop-in is a
phenomenon occurring at the indentation tests that the indentation depth suddenly increases
while the indentation load does not change a lot.[66] As a result, there are some little
plateaus appear in the loading segment. It is reported that this phenomenon might cause by
the plasticity initiation and elastic-plastic transition.[66] The occurrence of this
phenomenon is also affected by various factors such as grain boundaries in the stress field,
grain orientation relationship, surface roughness of the specimens, and the density of
dislocation within the specimens.[66][59]

4.6

Tensile tests of AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens.

As introduced in chapter 3, the tensile tests were performed on both AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C to study the mechanical properties of these two materials. As a
reference, the tensile stress-strain curves of AE44 alloy provided by Meridian Magnesium
is also present in this section. The tensile stress-strain curves of AE44-2 and AE44-4
specimens are shown in Fig 4.6.1and 4.6.2. The black curves in Fig. 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 are
generated using Meridian’s data, while the colored curves are obtained by the tensile tests,
which have been introduced in previous chapter.

Figure 4.6.1 Comparison of stress-strain curves measured by the tensile tests and the
Meridian magnesium (at 25˚C).
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Figure 4.6.2 Comparison of stress-strain curves measured by the tensile tests and the
Meridian Magnesium (at 200˚C).
It is clear that the results of our tensile tests are incorrect. Compared with Meridian's result,
our stress-strain curves are flatter, and the measured yield point is lower and appears at the
larger strain. This is the result of the different methods used to measure the strain. For our
tensile tests, the calculation method of strain is based on the motion of the cross-head,
which has been introduced in section 3.6. Our method is not perfect and tends to result in a
large strain. For Meridian's test, they might use the strain gauge, which is attached directly
to the specimen gauge length, and precisely measure the strain. It should be noted that the
process history of Meridian's specimens is not clear, so the mechanical properties of
Meridian's specimens might be different from our specimens.

4.7

Indentation creep tests of AE44-2 and AE44-4

specimens.
The poor creep resistance of most magnesium alloys is a huge limitation of further applying
this material, so it is essential to understand the creep behavior of AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys. In order to compare the creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys, the constant
load creep tests were performed by Alemnis indentation tester made by Alemnis company
(Thun, Switzerland). The depth-time curves of constant load creep indentation tests are
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shown in Fig.4.7.1. The creep tests are performed at the tip-, TC 1-, and bottom- region of
AE44-2 pyramidal casting and tip region of AE44-4 pyramidal casting and the core region
of AE44-4 panel. Fig.4.7.1.c and Fig. 4.7.1.d demonstrate the creep tests performed at
200˚C.
It should be noted that the maximum load applied to specimens is 20mN and continues for
3600 seconds. After a constant-load test, the applied load is reduced to 2mN to calculate
the degree of thermal drift in the indentation load output. In general, creep displacement
increases with temperature by order of magnitude (as shown in Fig. 4.7.1). The variability
among the tests is very high, especially for AE44-4 specimens. The reason for this
phenomenon is not clear yet. Maybe more creep tests are needed for more high-quality data.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7.1 Depth-time curves of constant load creep tests (a) AE44-2 at 25˚C, (b)
AE44-4 at 25˚C, (c) AE44-2 at 200˚C, (d) AE44-4 at 200˚C. (constant load = 20 mN,
holding time = 3600 s)
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The aim of chapter 4 is to demonstrate the results of this study, such as the chemical
composition and variation of grain size of AE44-2 and AE44-4 castings, the cooling rate at
TC 1 location of different pyramidal castings, the variation of hardness through the
specimens. The results of spherical micro-indentation tests and constant loading creep tests
are also introduced in this chapter. These results are going to be further discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 5
5 Discussion
Previous chapters have introduced the background information, experimental method, and
the results of various tests. All the works are aiming at the relationship between
microstructure and mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. The only
difference between these two kinds of alloys is the RE additions. This study compares the
mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4 high pressure die-castings. If the mechanical
properties, especially the elevated temperature mechanical properties, of AE44-2 are
similar to that of AE44-4, the AE44-2 could be an economical replacement of AE44-4 alloy.
In this chapter, the results, which have been introduced in chapter 4, will be discussed. This
chapter focuses on: (i) The relationship between Vickers hardness, grain size, and the
cooling rate at the TC 1 location of AE44-2 and AE44-4 castings. (ii) Stress-strain response
of AE44-2 and AE44-4 castings deduced from spherical micro-indentation tests at 25˚C and
200˚C. (iii) Comparison of stress-strain response obtained from spherical indentation tests
with that obtained from tensile tests. (iv) The effect of grain size on the stress-strain
response. (v) The steady-state creep behavior of the two alloys.

5.1

Vickers hardness of AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels versus

grain size
The Vickers hardness has been measured at the top-, middle-, and bottom regions of high
pressure die-cast panels, the results were shown in section 4.4. The hardness varies with
the location within the panels. Hall et al. claimed that the hardness has a negative
correlation with grain size and found that the hardness has a linear relationship with 1⁄𝑑1/2,
where d is the diameter of the grains.[67]
Fig. 5.1.1 illustrates the relationship between Vickers hardness and 𝑑 −1/2. Two different
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trends are shown in this plot. As Hall et al. proposed, a "good" linear relationship should
exist between hardness and 𝑑 −1/2.[67] As shown in Fig. 5.1.1, the Vickers hardness and
𝑑 −1/2 do not show a strong linear relationship. The explanation for this result is: (i) The
collected data are not sufficient to illustrate the relationship between hardness and grain
size. (ii) The grain size throughout the surface of high pressure die-cast panels does not
change a lot, so the relationship of hardness and grain size cannot be studied in a wide range
of grain size. (iii) There might be another factor that influences the hardness of AE44-2 and
AE44-4, Yong et al. proposed that it is the density of prior dislocations in the polycrystalline
metals rather than the grain size that influences the hardness of specimens.[68] Since the
AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens were prepared following the same procedure, the only
factor that might cause the difference in the density of prior dislocations is the RE additions
in AE44-2 and AE44-4. In order to clarify the reason accounting for this result, more tests
need to be performed, especially on the pyramidal specimens, because the grain size of the
pyramidal castings change a lot from the tip region to the bottom region.

Figure 5.1.1 Vickers Hardness-𝒅−𝟎.𝟓 scatter plot of AE44-2 panel (red square) and
AE44-4 panel (green circle)
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5.2

Effect of cooling rate on the grain size

It is generally accepted that the cooling rate has a significant effect on the grain size, with
a high cooling rate resulting in small grain size. The cooling rate of pyramidal castings used
in this study decreases form tip region to bottom region, while the grain size of AE44-2 and
AE44-4 pyramidal castings increases form the bottom region to the tip region (Fig. 4.1.4).
To further study the effect of cooling rate on grain size, the TC 1 location of pyramidal
casting is selected. The cooling rate and grain size have been shown in chapter 4 (section
4.2 and 4.3), Fig. 5.2.1 shows the variation of grain size with the cooling rate at the TC 1
location.

Figure 5.2.1 Grain size-average cooling rate at TC 1 location of pyramidal castings
(AE44-2: July 25, Sep. 13, Oct. 29; AE44-4: July 10, Oct. 23)
It is clear that the grain size has a negative correlation with the cooling rate. The reason is
easy to understand. During a high cooling rate, the grain size does not have enough time to
grow, and therefore the grain size is small. Easton et al. proposed an equation relating the
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grain size to cooling rate, solute content, and nucleant particles[69]

𝑑=𝑎+

𝑏
𝑄 √𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔

(5.2.1)[3]

Where a and b are constant. Q is the growth restriction factor, which is relating to the
chemical composition of alloys. Q is calculated by this equation Q =∑𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝐶𝑜,𝑖 (𝑘𝑖 − 1),
where 𝐶𝑜,𝑖 represents the concentration of alloying element i in magnesium alloys.[70]
Lee et al. and St John et al. have posted 𝑚𝑖 (𝑘𝑖 − 1) value of most alloying
elements[71][72]. According to their work, the Q value of AE44-2 and AE44-4 can be
calculated (it should be noted that the Q value of La, Nd, and Pr has not been posted yet,
so the Q value of RE elements in AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys is simply regarded as Q value
of Ce). The resulting Q value of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys is 28.71 and 28.32, respectively.
Since the difference of Q value of AE44-2 and AE44-4 is small, the following calculation
uses the average Q value = 28.51 for both AE44-2 and AE44-4. Input this Q value in the
equation based on equation 5.2.1 and find the liner function between grain size (d) and
𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 −0.5. Fig. 5.2.2 illustrates the d-𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 −0.5 scatter plot, from which a fitted linear
function is obtained.
From Fig. 5.2.2, the relationship between d and 𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 −0.5 can be roughly seen as liner.
According to equation 5.2.1, the characteristic function of the grain size of AE44-2 and
AE44-4 specimens can be determined as:

𝑑 = 3.12 +

1128.18
28.51√𝑟̅𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔

(5.2.2)

It should be noted that this function can only qualitatively reflect the relationship between
grain size and cooling rate of AE44-2 and AE44-4. For more accurate function, more data
are needed. The result of this section shows that the cooling rate does have a significant
effect on grain size. The grain size is relatively small when the cooling rate is high. However,
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the complicated mechanism of how the cooling process can influence the grain size of ascast AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys still needs to be studied in future work.

Figure 5.2.2 d-𝒓̅𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒈 −𝟎.𝟓 scatter plot of pyramidal castings.

5.3

Indentation stress-strain response of the specimens

The mechanical properties of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys are the most focused part of this
study. The advantages of magnesium alloys have been introduced in chapter 2, the specific
strength and cast-ability of magnesium alloys are excellent, but the elevated temperature
mechanical properties of magnesium alloys are relatively poor. In this section, the stressstrain response deduced from spherical micro-indentation tests will be discussed. The
indentation- and tensile- stress-strain response will also be compared to check the reliability
of the analytical procedure used in this study and propose a possible solution to improve
this analytical procedure. As introduced in chapter 3, the spherical indentation tests were
performed at 25˚C and 200˚C (Table 3.5.1 shows detailed information about the spherical
indentation tests). The results of spherical indentation were then converted into the stress-
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strain curves by using the equation 2.8.18 and 2.8.20 (shown below).

0.2
2−𝑛
5(2 − 𝑛)
√5 (
𝜀=
) ℎ𝑅 − (
ℎ)
𝑅
4+𝑛
2(4 + 𝑛)

𝜎=

2

𝑃(2 + 𝑛)
2

2−𝑛
5(2 − 𝑛)
40 𝑛
6𝜋 (5 (4 + 𝑛 ) ℎ𝑅 − (
ℎ) ) (9𝜋)
2(4 + 𝑛)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(2.8.18)

(2.8.20)

Figure 5.3.1 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) July 25, (b) Oct. 29, (c) Sep. 13,
(d) Oct. 23 pyramidal castings at TC 1 location and 25˚C.
Fig. 5.3.1 demonstrates the deduced stress-strain curves of pyramidal castings at TC 1
location and 25˚C. For the AE44-2 alloys (July 25, Oct. 29, Sep. 13), the stress-strain curves
have the same trend when the strain is less than  = 0.01, while the difference between each
stress-strain curve becomes larger when the strain is larger than  = 0.01. This could be the
result of flaws on the surface of the specimens. Compared with Oct. 29 specimen (Fig.
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5.3.2.c), the surface condition of the July 25 specimen has more scratches and other flaws,
and the grain size under the indentation is not uniform (Fig. 5.3.2.a and 5.3.2.b shown). The
average stress at strain  = 0.025 is around 150 MPa for the July 25 and Oct. 29 specimens,
while it is around 110 MPa for Sep. 13 specimen. The lower stress observed in Sep. 13
specimen might have resulted from a poorer quality surface condition at this location.(as
shown in Fig 5.3.3.d). This suggests that the roughness of the indentation surface might
cause this difference in stress-strain response.
For AE44-4 (Oct. 23) specimen, the stress-strain curves demonstrate two kinds of trends:
the stress of test 1 and test 2 is lower than that of test 3 and 4 at the strain less than  =
0.005. While this situation is reversed when the strain is larger than  = 0.01(Fig. 5.3.1.d).
Meanwhile, the first two tests have a more apparent flat stage at the small strain (less than
 = 0.005). Fig. 5.3.2.e and 5.3.2.f are the pictures of the indentations on the AE44-4 Oct.
23 specimen. As Fig. 5.3.2.e shows, tests 1 and 2 are relatively far away from the cavity of
the TC 1 thermocouple. The dark area is the cavity, while tests 3 and 4 are near the cavity.
In this study, we assume that the stress-strain response of the AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys
follow a power-law dependence upon strain (equation 5.3.1). The resulting curves were
fitted by the “CFTOOL” in MATLAB software, and the strain hardening exponent (𝑛) and
the pre-exponent term (A) of each stress-strain curve are calculated and listed in Tables
5.3.1- 5.3.6.
𝜎 = 𝐴 𝜀 𝑛 (𝜎 > 𝜎𝑦 )

(5.3.1)

As Fig. 5.3.3 shows, some of the stress-strain curves demonstrate a negative correlation at
small strains (𝜀 < 0.005). This result is related to several factors, including the indentation
surface condition and the accuracy of the analytical technique for accounting for surface
roughness. Of all the 160 spherical indentation tests performed in this thesis research 38
tests produced this negative  −  correlation at low strains (𝜀 < 0.005). The data from
these tests were not included in subsequent analyses shown in this chapter.
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(a)

(b)
Test5

Test2

Test1

Test3

(c)

(d)
Test2

Test1
(e)

Test6

Test4

Test3

Test3

Test1

Test2

(f)

Figure 5.3.2 The optical microscopy pictures of indentations on (a)&(b) July 25
casting, (c)Oct. 29 casting, (d) Sep. 13 casting, (e)&(f) Oct. 23 casting.

Figure 5.3.3 Unusual results generated by the analytical approach.
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Table 5.3.1 includes the values of n and A of each curve. It should be noted that the value
of the strain hardening exponent varies with the specimens. For three AE44-2 specimens,
the average n value ranges from 0.49 (Sep. 13) to 1.10 (July 25). Additionally, even on the
same specimen, the n value varies with the indentations. One reason for this is that the n
value is obtained by fitting the log(strain)-log(stress) curves using the "CFTOOL" function
in MATLAB, and the error of this approach is unavoidable. In order to evaluate the fitted
results, the R2 is introduced. In this study, all the value of R2 remains above 0.8, which
suggests a relatively linear relationship between log(strain) and log(stress).
Table 5.3.1 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
( TC 1 location, 25˚C).
Casting
date

July 25

Oct. 29

Sep. 13

AE44-2 alloys, TC 1 location, 25˚C
n

A

R2

Test 1

0.71

2.19E+03

0.99

Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

0.76
0.83
1.10
0.91
0.84
0.79
0.61
0.58
0.49
0.60
0.56

3.04E+03
4.09E+03
1.09E+04
6.12E+03
4.36E+03
3.65E+03
1.51E+03
1.31E+03
648.6151
1.07E+03
809.9585

0.97
0.97
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.97
0.95

Casting
date

Oct. 23

AE44-4 alloys, TC 1 location, 25˚C
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

0.89
0.78
0.82

5.63E+03
3.34E+03
3.79E+03

0.94
0.93
0.98

Test 4

0.85

4.97E+03

0.97

Average value

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.84
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
5.11E+03

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.66
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
2.16E+03
𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.55
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 844.46
Average value

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.83
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =4.43E+03

It should be noted that in some specimens the stress-strain curves illustrate a little flat stage
at the very small strain (0~0.005). This phenomenon implies that some complicated
deformation mechanism might be involved during the micro-indentation test. We believe
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that the little flat stage observed in this study is caused by twinning deformation. Cáceres
et al. studied the strain hardening behavior of Mg caused by twinning and found a similar
stress-strain response in pure magnesium.[73]
As introduced in chapter 4, the grain size changes along the Y-axis of pyramidal castings,
so the spherical micro-indentation tests were performed at the tip- and bottom- region to
study whether the mechanical properties would vary with different regions. The deduced
stress-strain curves are shown in Figs. 5.3.4 and 5.3.6 follow the same procedure the value
of n, A, and R2 are list in Tables 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3.4 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) July 25, (b) Oct. 29, (c) Sep. 13,
(d) Oct. 23 pyramidal castings at tip region and 25˚C.
Compared with the TC 1 location, the deduced stress-strain curves at the tip region of all
pyramidal castings appear to follow a more similar trend. The n value of all AE44-2 and
AE44-4 specimens at the tip region is different at the TC 1 location. This could attribute to
the surface condition of the tip region. Fig. 5.3.5 demonstrates the picture of the tip region
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of all specimens before indentation testing.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3.5 The optical microscopy pictures of (a) July 25 casting, (b) Oct. 29
casting, (c) Sep. 13 casting, (d) Oct. 23 casting at tip region.
Form Fig. 5.3.5, the poor surface condition of AE44-2 specimens at tip region can be seen.
This kind of surface could result in the error in the indentation load-depth curves and the
deduced stress-strain response, while the surface of Oct. 23 casting (AE44-4 alloy) is
relatively "good," although the scratches can be seen. The poor surface condition at the tip
region is caused by the imperfect polishing of the specimens. Due to the large size of
pyramidal castings, the very tip region may not be polished sufficiently. This problem
should be avoided in future work and require modification of how the pyramidal casting is
sectioned before and supported during the mechanical polishing stage.
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Table 5.3.2 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
( tip region, 25˚C)
Casting

AE44-2 alloys, tip region, 25˚C

date

July 25

Oct. 29

Sep. 13

n

A

R2

Test 1

0.96

3.63E+03

0.91

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.03

Test 2

1.11

6.04E+03

0.87

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =4.84E+03

Test 1

0.66

988.82

0.96

Test 2

0.60

783.73

0.97

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.64

Test 3

0.65

936.07

0.88

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =677.16

Test 4

0.63

854.45

0.99

Test 1

0.86

3.91E+03

0.99

Test 2

0.81

2.82E+03

0.96

Test 3

0.82

3.01E+03

0.96

Casting

AE44-4 alloys, tip region, 25˚C

date

Oct. 23

Average value

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.83
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =3.25E+03
Average value

Test 1

0.56

1.25E+03

0.87

Test 2

0.52

1.03E+03

0.90

Test 3

0.60

1.42E+03

0.88

Test 4

0.66

1.80E+03

0.86

Test 5

0.80

3.72E+03

0.80

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.63
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =1.84E+03
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3.6 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) July 25, (b) Oct. 29, (c) Sep. 13,
(d) Oct. 23 pyramidal castings at bottom region and 25˚C.
From Fig. 5.3.4.a and 5.3.4.b, the stress-strain curves of July 25 and Oct. 29 castings are
much lower than that of other AE44-2 castings. It seems that the tip region of July 25 and
Oct. 29 are very soft. This unusual stress-strain response might be caused by the flaws of
the surface. From Fig. 5.3.6, the deduced stress-strain curves of July 25 and Oct. 29 castings
at the bottom region have higher strength than at the tip region. It might imply again that
the quality of deduced stress-strain curves is greatly influenced by the condition of the
surface where the indentation tests were performed. More spherical indentation tests need
to be performed at the surface with good conditions and different grain sizes to understand
the relationship between the grain size and stress-strain response without influenced by the
surface condition.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3.7 The optical microscopy pictures of (a) July 25 casting, (b) Oct. 29
casting, (c) Sep. 13 casting, (d) Oct. 23 casting at the bottom region.

Fig. 5.3.7 shows the surface condition at the bottom region of all specimens. Compared
with the tip region, the surface condition of all specimens in this area is much better, and
the grains can be seen clearly. On the contrary, the surface condition at the tip region is
poor.
The stress-strain curves deduced from 25˚C spherical indentation tests are shown above.
Form these stress-strain curves we can conclude that the effect of different RE additions do
not have a significant effect on the stress-strain response of specimens. It is the surface
condition that influence the deduced stress-strain curves.
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Table 5.3.3 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
(bottom region, 25˚C).
Casting
date

July 25

Oct. 29

Sep. 13

Casting
date

Oct. 23

AE44-2 alloys, bottom region, 25˚C

Average value

n

A

R2

Test 1

1.10

1.84E+04

0.93

Test 2

0.99

8.82E+03

0.96

Test 3

1.18

2.89E+04

0.95

Test 1

0.81

2.82E+03

0.92

Test 2

0.86

3.76E+03

0.91

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.89

Test 3

0.85

3.39E+03

0.88

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 5.22E+03

Test 4

1.07

1.09E+04

0.97

Test 1

0.36

454.55

0.91

Test 2

0.36

434.81

0.90

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.37

Test 3

0.36

476.49

0.87

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 475.975

Test 4

0.40

538.05

0.83

AE44-4 alloys, bottom region, 25˚C

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.09
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.87E+04

Average value

Test 1

0.80

3.86E+03

0.99

Test 2

1.11

1.41E+04

0.97

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.93

Test 3

0.81

3.64E+03

0.99

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 8.35E+03

Test 4

0.99

1.18E+04

0.99

The effect of the elevated temperature on the stress-strain response of the specimens was
studied by spherical indentation tests performed at 200˚C. The deduced stress-strain
response of pyramidal castings at 200˚C is shown in Fig.5.3.8-5.3.10. The stress-strain
curves of 200˚C tests are less smooth than that of the 25˚C tests. This phenomenon could
imply that a different deformation mechanism is activated at elevated temperature. The
fluctuations in the elevated temperature stress-strain curves might imply the twinning
occurs during the deformation. For HCP metal, the twinning is an essential deformation
mechanism.[74] Additionally, the dislocations in the specimens can move more easily at
the elevated temperature. The jumping of dislocations may result in the fluctuations in the
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curves.
Because the micro-indentation tester is highly sensitive to temperature change. Even the
micro-indentation tester is placed in a chamber; the temperature in the chamber is less stable
when the heaters are working. The fluctuation of the curves would unavoidably affect the
accuracy of the values of n and A, but the R2 value of the fitted result is still above 0.8. All
the parameters of stress-strain curves are shown in Tables 5.3.4-5.3.6.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3.8 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) Oct. 29 (AE44-2), (b) Oct. 23
(AE44-4), (c) July 10 (AE44-4) pyramidal castings at TC 1 location and 200˚C.
It can be seen that the mechanical strength of all specimens decreases more or less at 200˚C.
At the TC 1 location of AE44-4 specimens (Oct. 23 and July 10), the stress-strain curves
demonstrate two kinds of trends. The same behavior also occurs at the tip region of the
AE44-4 specimens. As Fig 5.3.8.b shown the test 1 and test 4 on AE44-4 specimen (Oct.
23) have a flatter trend than other tests.
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Table 5.3.4 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
(TC 1 location, 200˚C).
Casting date

Oct. 29

Casting date

Oct. 23

July 10

AE44-2 alloys, TC 1 location, 200˚C

Average value

n

A

R2

Test 1

0.68

1.37E+03

0.97

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.68

Test 2

0.67

1.39E+03

0.97

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =1.46 E+03

Test 3

0.71

1.63E+03

0.96

AE44-4 alloys, TC 1 location, 200˚C

Average value

Test 1

0.69

1.47E+03

0.88

Test 2

0.91

4.67E+03

0.96

Test 3

0.82

3.04E+03

0.94

Test 4

0.73

1.80E+03

0.97

Test 5

0.90

4.49E+03

0.97

Test 1

0.70

1.83E+03

0.99

Test 2

0.92

5.46E+03

0.97

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.79

Test 3

0.83

3.90E+03

0.98

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =3.28 E+03

Test 4

0.72

1.94E+03

0.97

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.81
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =3.09 E+03

The stress-strain curves for the tip region are shown in Fig. 5.3.9. Compared with the results
of 25˚C tests, the AE44-2 specimen demonstrates a reasonable stress-strain response at
200˚C. As mentioned previously all the specimens were repolished before the 200˚C
indentation tests. The test 1 at the tip region of Oct. 23 specimen illustrates that the stress
suddenly drops at the 𝜀=0.0225, this might be caused by defects in the specimen. Only two
stress-strain curves obtained for July 10 specimens and these two curves have divergence
at 𝜀 > 0.007.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3.9 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) Oct. 29, (b) Oct. 23, (c) July 10
pyramidal castings at tip region and 200˚C.
Table 5.3.5 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
(tip region, 200˚C).
Casting date

Oct. 29

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

Casting date

Oct. 23

July 10

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 1
Test 2

AE44-2 alloys, tip region, 200˚C
n
A
R2
0.81
2.98E+03
0.98
0.73
2.06E+03
0.99
0.78
2.54E+03
0.96
0.70
1.65E+03
0.97
AE44-4 alloys, tip region, 200˚C
0.83
3.42E+03
0.95
0.77
2.92E+03
0.98
0.74
1.82E+03
0.96
0.80
3.55E+03
0.98
0.65
1.31E+03
0.95
0.70
1.73E+03
0.97
0.62
964.2043
0.98
0.82
2.99E+03
0.98

Average value
𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.75
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =2.31 E+03
Average value

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.75
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =2.46 E+03

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.72
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =1.98 E+03
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3.10 Indentation stress-strain curves of (a) Oct. 29, (b) Oct. 23 pyramidal
castings at the bottom region, and 200˚C.
Table 5.3.6 The calculated values of n, A, and R2 of all deduced stress-strain curves
(bottom region, 200˚C).
Casting date

Oct. 29th

Casting date

Oct. 23rd

AE44-2 alloys, bottom region, 200˚C
n

A

R2

Test 1

0.75

2.19E+03

0.98

Test 2

0.86

3.73E+03

0.94

Test 3

0.74

1.87E+03

0.98

Test 4

0.77

2.25E+03

0.96

Test 5

0.87

3.82E+03

0.98

Test 6

0.75

2.29E+03

0.99

AE44-4 alloys, bottom region, 200˚C
Test 1

0.79

2.44E+03

0.94

Test 2

0.86

3.57E+03

0.96

Test 3

0.71

1.77E+03

0.98

Average value

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.79
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =2.69 E+03

Average value
𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.78
𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =2.59 E+03

The results of spherical micro-indentation tests at 200˚C show that most of the calculated
strain hardening exponents of both AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens decrease. The total
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average stress of elevated temperature tests is also lower than that of room temperature
tests, although the elevated temperature tests have a higher stress level for some specimens
at the tip region. This result consistent with the fact that all specimens are softer at elevated
temperature than at room temperature.
According to the n valves in the Tables above, at 25˚C, the average strain hardening
exponent of the AE44-2 specimens at the tip region is 0.83, while it is 0.78 at the bottom
region. For the AE44-4 specimen, the strain hardening exponent is 0.63 at the tip region
and 0.93 at the bottom region. It is clear that the calculated strain hardening exponents are
relatively high. This result might result from the calculation method of strain hardening
exponent used in this analytic approach. As mentioned before, we assume that the stressstrain response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys follow the equation 5.3.1. However, this
power-law form only valid for the plastic deformation range (when the applied stress is
larger than the yield stress). While, in this study the n value is obtained by fitting the whole
log(𝜎)-log(𝜀) curve, including the initial part of the log(𝜎)-log(𝜀) curve (𝜎 < 𝜎𝑦 ), where
the stress and strain do not follow the power-law equation. The error caused by this fitting
method is shown in Fig. 5.3.11.

Figure 5.3.11 Different n value fitted by the whole curve (green line) and partial
curve (red line)
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From Fig. 5.3.11, the different n values can be seen. The bigger n value (n = 0.84) is
obtained by fitting the entire log(𝜎)-log(𝜀) curve, which is used in this study, while the
smaller n value (n = 0.69) is obtained by fitting the curve excluding the first 150 data points.
It can be seen that the initial data point can significantly affect the n value and result in a
higher n value. Additionally, the higher n value is more likely to occur in the stress-strain
curve, which has a small flat stage at the small strain. This suggests that the high n value
might be resulted from the deformation mechanism. It should be noted that the HCP metal
is anisotropic, while the analytic approach is proposed based on the isotropic material.
Finally, this phenomenon could result from the fact that at the initial stage of the indentation
tests, the indentation depth is very small (< 1µm) and only a few grains deform, resulting
in a flow stress similar to a single or bi-crystal sample. With the increase of indentation
depth, more grains begin to deform, and the effect of grain boundaries becomes obvious,
resulting in the shape of the deduced stress-strain curves. All factors mentioned above could
result the error in the calculated n value. In order to eliminate the effect of initial unstable
stress-strain response on the fitted n value, The analytic approach needs to be improved and
the deformation mechanism of AE44-2 and AE44-4 needs to be fully understood.
Above are all the results of spherical micro-indentation tests. Although the relatively high
R2 value provides confidence to the fitted values of strain hardening exponent and the preexponent term, the fluctuation range of these parameters is still large. The reasons for this
result, could be attributed to that: Firstly, the spherical micro-indentation tests involve only
a very small area of the specimen. As a result, one stress-strain curve only represents the
mechanical response of a few grains under the indenter. Secondly, during the indentation
tests, the indenter might leave an indentation on a surface flaw. Thirdly, the values of n and
A have errors caused by the analytical approach.
In order to illustrate the results more clearly, the average value of n and A are listed in Table
5.3.7. these parameters are then put into the equation 𝜎 = 𝐴𝜀 𝑛 to create the characteristic
curve for each alloy at different temperatures. These curves are then compared with the
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stress-strain curves obtained from the tensile tests to study the differences caused by these
two test methods.
Table 5.3.7 The average stress ( = 0.01, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03) for AE44-2 and AE44-4
specimens at 25˚C and 200˚C.
Alloy

AE442
AE444

5.4

Temperature

𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝜎𝜀=0.01

𝜎𝜀=0.02

𝜎𝜀=0.025

𝜎𝜀=0.03

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

25˚C

0.73

4.65E+03

133.92

228.42

271.26

312.16

200˚C

0.75

2.29E+03

70.80

119.47

141.40

162.26

25˚C

0.79

4.64E+03

124.77

215.02

256.20

295.63

200˚C

0.78

2.75E+03

77.08

132.01

156.97

180.83

Tensile tests of AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens at 25˚C

and 200˚C
As introduced in chapter 3, the tensile tests were performed on both AE44-2 and AE44-4
alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C to study the mechanical properties of these two alloys. As a
reference, the tensile stress-strain curves of AE44 alloy provided by Meridian Magnesium
is also present in this section. The average stress-strain curves generated by the analytical
approach are also presented and discussed.
The stress-strain curves of AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens are shown in Fig 5.41 and 5.4.2.
The black curves in Fig. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 are generated using Meridian’s data, while the
colored curves are obtained by the tensile tests, which have been introduced in the previous
chapter. At 25˚C, three AE44-4 and two AE44-2 specimens were tested, but the first two
tests on AE44-4 specimens were failed (purple and yellow lines in Fig 4.6.1).
As shown in Fig. 5.4.1, the curves show good repeatability. The strength of AE44-4
specimens is slightly higher than that of AE44-2 specimens at 25˚C and 200˚C. This
difference is so small that these two kinds of alloys have nearly the same tensile strength.
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The tensile strength of AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens lose about 40% strength when
heated to 200˚C. Compared with Meridian’s tensile test curves, our tensile stress-strain
curves are flatter. This might be the result of the method used to determine the strain (we
used cross-head displacement while the Meridian tests may have used a resistance strain
gauge attached directly to the specimen gauge length, or by possible slippage occurring
between the specimen and the grips during our tensile tests).
Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 also show the comparison between stress-strain curves obtained by
spherical indentation, along with its associated analytic approach (dashed lines) and the
tensile tests. When the strain is less than  = 0.015, the deduced stress-strain curves are
close to the curves of the tensile tests. However, at the large strain (𝜀 > 0.02), the deviation
of the deduced curves and the tensile stress-strain curves becomes large. The deduced
stress-strain curves increase quickly and exceed the Meridian ’s curves when the strain is
larger than 𝜀 = 0.015. This property of the deduced stress-strain curves occurs at both 25˚C
and 200˚C. The difference between the deduced stress-strain curves and the tensile stressstrain curves is primarily the result of the high calculated strain hardening exponent. Table.
5.4.1 compares the strain hardening exponents obtained by tensile tests and indentation
tests. The elevated temperature, 200oC, lowers the strain hardening exponent and makes
the spherical indentation analytical stress-strain curves closer to the tensile curves.
Although the deduced stress-strain curves show that at 25˚C, the strength of AE44-2 alloy
is slightly higher than that of AE44-4 alloy, while at the 200˚C AE44-4 alloy is stronger
than AE44-2, the difference in the mechanical strength of both alloys is small at both
temperatures. This is consistent with the tensile test results.
Table 5.4.1 shows that the strain hardening exponents of the stress-strain curves deduced
from indentation tests are very high compared with that of the tensile stress-strain curves.
The high n value results in the steep slope of the deduced curves. The reason for the high n
value has been discussed in section 5.3. While it should note that stress was applied in
different ways in tensile tests and indentation tests, the indentation test is more like a
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compression test.

Figure 5.4.1 Comparison of stress-strain curves measured by the tensile tests
( including Meridian ’s result) and by the spherical micro-indentation tests (25˚C).

Figure 5.4.2 Comparison of stress-strain curves measured by the tensile tests
( including Meridian’s result) and by the spherical micro-indentation tests (at
200˚C).
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Table 5.4.1 Comparison of strain hardening exponent obtained by tensile tests,
Meridian 's data, and spherical micro-indentation tests.
Method

temperature

alloys

Strain hardening exponent

AE44-2

0.32

AE44-4

0.35

AE44-2

0.22

AE44-4

0.14

25˚C

AE44

0.20

200˚C

AE44

0.07

AE44-2

0.77

Spherical micro-

AE44-4

0.79

indentation tests

AE44-2

0.75

AE44-4

0.78

25˚C
Tensile tests
200˚C

Meridian ’s data

25˚C

200˚C

5.5

The dependence of stress-strain response upon grain

size
In the previous section, the hardness of HPDC panels varies with the grain size. In order to
study the effect of grain size on the stress-strain response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys,
the multiple load-unload spherical indentation tests were performed on different grain size
regions of the pyramidal specimens and the test panels. In this study the grain size under
the indentation is defined as effective grain size 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 . The edge of spherical indentation
was highlighted by a black circle (as Fig. 5.5.1 shown) to measure the grain size around the
indentation. Then using the equation 5.5.1 to calculate the local effective grain size 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 .
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𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

2𝜋𝑅
𝑁

(5.5.1)

Where the 𝑁 is the number of the grain boundaries intercepting the black line, and the 𝑅
is the radius of the indentation. The value of 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 decreases with increases of 𝑁.

Figure 5.5.1 The optical microscope image of an indentation highlighted by a black
circle.
The effective grain size of every indentation is then related to the calculated strain
hardening exponent, as shown in Fig. 5.5.2. A negative correlation between strain hardening
exponent and the grain size, the n value decreases with the grain size increases. This trend
can be seen in both AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C. The increase of
temperature has no obvious effect on the slope of n-𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 . While it is the RE additions that
affects the slope. The slope of AE44-4 alloys is about three times larger than that of AE442 alloy.
The effect of grain size on the yield stress follows the Hall-Petch law, as introduced in
section 2.6. In this study, the relationship between effective grain size and stress at small
strain (𝜀 = 0.005) was studied. Fig. 5.5.3 shows the 𝜎𝜀=0.005 -𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 scatter plots of AE44-2
and AE44-4 alloys. It should be noted that the effective grain size and stress at small strain
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can only show the Hall-Petch law of the specimens approximately.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5.2 Strain hardening exponent-effective grain size (a) AE44-2 specimen, (b)
AE44-4 specimen, at 25˚C at 200˚C.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5.3 𝝈𝜺=𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟓 -𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒇 plots of (a) AE44-2, (b) AE44-4 at 25˚C and 200˚C.
From Fig. 5.5.3, the 𝜎𝜀=0.005 of both AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys have a positive
correlation with effective grain size. This kind of relationship is similar to the Hall-Petch
law. However, the Hall-Petch slope of the specimens is smaller than the Hall-Petch slope
of similar alloys. Sharifi et al. studied the Hall-Petch slope of AE44 alloy and found that
the Hall-Petch slope, for micro-indentation testing, is 178 (MPa∙µm0.5)[16], while in this
study, the Hall-Petch slope of the specimens is much smaller than Sharifi's result except
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AE44-4 alloy at 200˚C. This could be caused by the grain size used in our calculation is not
accurate. The high value of the Hall-Petch slope of AE44-4 specimen at 200˚C could result
from the small data points. If more data points can be shown in the scatter plot, the fitted
result could be more accurate. Although the error exists in this method, this section still
reveals that the grain size can affect the stress-strain response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys.
The results of this section show that the flow stress of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys increase
with the decrease of grain size at 25˚C and 200˚C.

5.6

Creep behavior of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys

The creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys is an important mechanical property
because the poor creep resistance of traditional Mg-Al alloys is the main restriction of the
application of this kind of alloys. As introduced in chapter 2, the RE elements can improve
the creep resistance of Mg-Al alloys. In this section, the creep behavior of AE44-2 and
AE44-4 specimens will be discussed to see whether the grain size and the chemical
composition would affect the creep resistance of the specimens. The constant-load
indentation creep tests (20mN) were performed by Alemnis indentation tester at 25˚C and
200˚C to study the creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys at elevated temperature.
Fig. 5.6.1 show the depth-time curves of all specimens. The creep strain rate 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 of
every test was calculated from the indentation depth-time curves. The results are shown in
Fig 5.6.4. It should be noted that the Alemnis indentation tester is very sensitive to the
vibration, so the resulting curves, especially the 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 - t curves, fluctuate. During the
creep tests, the Alemnis indentation tester records 400 data points per second. To simplify
the calculation and reduce noise, the average value of displacement was calculated for every
minute, which means that each data used in the curves is an average value of 400*60 data
points.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.6.1 The depth-time curves of (a) and (b) AE44-2 specimen at tip-, TC 1-,
and bottom- regions, at 25˚C, (c) and (d) AE44-4 specimen at tip-, core- regions, at
25˚C, (e) AE44-2 specimen at tip- and TC 1- regions, at 200˚C, (f) AE44-4 specimen
at core region, at 200˚C.
The constant load applied to the specimens was set as 20 mN, so the indentation creep stress
decreases with time. Fig. 5.6.2 demonstrates a schematic picture of the Berkovich
indentation test, as this figure shows the total displacement (h), which is recorded by the
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tester, is the summation of h c and hs, where the hc is the contact depth, and hs is the
displacement of the surface sinking around the indenter. According to Oliver and Pharr, the
contact area (𝐴𝑐 ) between the indenter and the surface of the specimen is a function of
contact depth. In this section, the area function is shown below (equation 5.6.1)
𝐴𝑐 = 1.227064 × 102 × ℎ𝑐 2 − 9.319401 × 10−5 × ℎ𝑐
1

+7.901876 × 10−8 × ℎ𝑐 2 − 9.076759 × 10−10 × ℎ𝑐 1/4

(5.6.1)

Where the unit hc is the meter (m), it should be noted that in this study we ignore the sink
in effect and assume that the total displacement equals contact depth to simplify the
calculation.

Figure 5.6.2 The schematic picture of the Berkovich indentation test.[60]

The indentation creep stress is calculated for every indentation. Fig. 5.6.3 shows the change
of indentation creep stress of the tests at 25˚C and 200˚C. Because the contact area increases
with the increase of the displacement of the indenter, the stress applied to the specimen will
reduce during the creep test.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6.3 The dependence of indentation creep stress on the time (a) AE44-2 at
25˚C, (b) AE44-4 at 25˚C, (c) AE44-2 at 200˚C, (d) AE44-4 at 200˚C.
As shown in Fig. 5.6.3, for most tests the stress decrease with time, and the reduction of
stress over 1 hour is about 10%~80%. While the stress of the 25˚C test on the AE44-4 core
region (Fig. 5.6.3.b, orange line) does not reduce with time. This might be caused by the
experimental error. For the 200˚C indentation creep tests, the reduction of stress is larger
than the 25˚C tests in most cases. It is easy to understand because the specimens are "softer"
at 200˚C than 25˚C, so the indentation creep stress reduces more quickly at 200˚C.
The creep strain rate is an important parameter to evaluate the creep resistance of the
specimens. In this study, the creep strain rate was calculated by equation 5.6.2. where t is
time. Fig. 5.6.4 shows the 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 -t curves of all indentation creep tests.
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𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝

𝑑ℎ
)
= 𝑑𝑡
ℎ
(

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(5.6.2)

Figure 5.6.4 The creep strain rate-time curves of (a) and (b) AE44-2 specimen at tip-,
TC 1-, and bottom- regions, at 25˚C, (c) and (d) AE44-4 specimen at tip-, coreregions, at 25˚C, (e) AE44-2 specimen at tip- and TC 1- regions, at 200˚C, (f) AE44-4
specimen at core region, at 200˚C.
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From Fig. 5.6.4, it can be seen that the creep strain rate does not have a strong dependence
on the grain size. The grain size of pyramidal castings varies from the tip region to the
bottom region (section 4.3), but the creep strain rate does not appear the same behavior.
This could be attributed to the difference in the grain size under the indenter is not big
enough to cause a noticeable difference in the creep strain rate of every indentation test. In
some plots, the creep strain rate has a negative value, which is unusual. For example, Fig.
5.6.4.b, the creep rate of AE44-2 specimen at the tip and bottom regions drop below 0 at
some points. The same situation happens to other tests. This problem might be the result of
vibration from the environment. As mentioned before, the Alemnis indentation tester is very
sensitive to vibration. Although the average values are used in these curves, huge
fluctuations still exist in the 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 -t curves. In Fig. 5.6.4.a, Fig. 5.6.4.b, and Fig. 5.6.4.c,
the creep strain rate fluctuates in a large range. These fluctuations can also be seen in the
corresponding depth-time curves. For example, the creep rate of AE44-2 specimens at the
bottom region suddenly increases at about 3250 seconds. Meanwhile, a large jump can be
seen in the depth-time curve of this indentation creep test. Various reasons can cause the
vibration of depth-time curves obtained by the Alemnis indentation tester in this study, For
example, different dislocation slip systems might occur during the tests. The activation
energy of these slip systems is different. The sudden activation of other slip systems could
result in fluctuations in the curves. While it should be noted that at 25˚C, the prismatic and
pyramidal slip system is hard to activate. The small vibration of the temperature would be
another reason for the fluctuations in the depth-time curves.
and this problem has not been solved yet. In order to compare the creep resistance of AE442 and AE44-4 alloys, the average creep strain rate is calculated. Since the creep strain rate
of all tests tends to be relatively stable after 500 seconds, the average value of creep strain
rate after 500 seconds is used to compare the creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys.
(hereafter, the average creep strain rate will be named as steady-state creep rate) Fig. 5.6.5
shows the steady-state creep rate of each test.
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From Fig. 5.6.5, a negative creep strain rate can be seen. For AE44-4 at the core region,
this result might result from the experimental error. The depth-time curve of this indentation
test (Fig. 5.6.1.c) shows that the indentation displacement reduces with time. This behavior
is unusual and might be caused by the thermal drift. Except for this unusual result, the
difference in steady-state creep rate of these tests can be seen that the steady-state creep
rate of both AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens at 200˚C are higher than at 25 ˚C, the steadystate creep rate of AE44-2 alloy at 200˚C is 1.03E-04 (1/s), while it is only 2.48E-05 (1/s)
at 25˚C. For AE44-4 alloy, the steady-state creep rate is 1.00E-04 (1/s) at 200˚C and 4.21E05 at 25 ˚C. From 25˚C to 200˚C, the steady-state creep rate increases 315% for AE44-2
and 137% for AE44-4 alloy. The number of 200˚C creep tests is not sufficient enough to
support the conclusion that the AE44-4 alloy tends to remain the creep resistance at 200˚C.
However, it is clear that the creep resistance of AE44-2 and AE44-4 reduces quickly at
200˚C.

Figure 5.6.5 The steady-state creep rate of the indentation creep tests.
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This section compares the steady-state creep rate of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys at 25˚C and
200˚C and found that the AE44-2 alloy has a higher creep resistance at 25˚C than AE44-4
alloy, but the creep rate of AE44-2 alloy is increased relative to that of the AE44-4 alloy
when the test temperature is 200˚C.
In this chapter, the relationship of Vickers hardness and the grain size was studied, and two
kinds of trends were found for AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. The effect of cooling rate on the
grain size was also discussed for the pyramidal castings. The spherical micro-indentation
tests were analyzed by a new iterative algorithm to deduce the stress-strain response of
AE44-2 and AE44-4 specimens. We related the deduced stress-strain response of the
specimens to the grain size and found the Hall-Petch law of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys at
25˚C and 200˚C. Additionally, by comparing the stress-strain curves obtained by the tensile
tests and indentation tests, we found that the analytical approach using in this study could
predict the stress-strain response in a certain strain range but the high value of strain
hardening exponent results in a large deviation at large strain. The reason for this problem
has been discussed in this chapter. The creep behavior of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys was
also studied, and the different creep resistance properties were discussed.
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Chapter 6
6 Conclusions and Future Work
The object of this study is adopting spherical micro-indentation tests and constant load
Berkovich indentation tests to study the micro-scale mechanical properties of AE44-2 and
AE44-4 alloys at 25˚C and 200˚C, and correlating the microstructure, especially the grain
size, to the mechanical properties. Additionally, compare the results of tensile tests and
indentation tests to examine the new analytical approach developed in this study.

6.1

Conclusions

(1) The difference between AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys is the chemical composition. By XRay diffraction analysis, it can be confirmed that the AE44-2 alloy contains only Ce
and La, while AE44-4 alloy contains Ce, La, Pr, and Nd.
(2) In this study, two kinds of specimens were used, the pyramidal specimens and the panels.
For pyramidal specimens, the grain size varies from the tip to the bottom. Due to the
special geometrical structure, the pyramidal castings have various cooling rates during
the solidification. The tip region has the smallest grain size ( 5.60~7.90µm and 3.30µm
for AE44-4 and AE44-2 specimens, respectively), while the bottom region has the
largest grain size (26.70µm and 11.20µm for AE44-4 and AE44-2 specimens,
respectively). For the panels, the grain size increases from the skin region to the core
region.
(3) The hardness of both AE44-2 and AE44-4 HPDC panels show a dependence on the
grain size, but two opposite trends appear in the AE44-2 and AE44-4 panels. For the
AE44-2 panel, the hardness decreases with the increase of grain size, while for the
AE44-4 panel, the hardness increases with the increase of grain size. These different
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results could be the result of insufficient data points. The variation of grain size is
relatively too small to reveal the real relationship between the hardness and grain size
of the specimens.
(4) The cooling rate effect during the solidification on the microstructure of pyramidal
castings was studied, and a linear function was developed between the grain size and
the inverse square root of the average cooling rate (equation 5.2.2). Although this
equation still has a significant error, only five data points were used to fit this equation.
It still can reveal the relationship between the cooling rate and grain size for the AE442 and AE44-4 alloys.
(5) The deduced stress-strain curves from indentation tests show that the difference of
mechanical strength between the AE44-2 and AE44-4 is small. Although at 200˚C the
strength of AE44-2 alloy decreases, the AE44-2 alloy still has 90% strength of AE44-4
alloy. Compared with the strength at 25˚C, AE44-2 alloy loses 50% strength while the
AE44-4 alloy loses about 60% strength at 200˚C.
(6) The strain hardening exponent of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys have a negative
correlation with the grain size. The quasi-Hall-Petch slope is 40.07 (MPa•µm0.5) at 25˚C
and 27.13 (MPa•µm0.5) at 200˚C for AE44-2 alloy, 62.32 (MPa•µm0.5) at 25˚C for
AE44-4. The quasi-Hall-Petch slope in this study is calculated via the effective grain
size and stress at  = 0.005 strain, so the value of the quasi-Hall-Petch slope is different
from the true Hall-Petch slope of these alloys.
(7) Compared with the tensile tests, the deduced stress-strain curves have a high value of
strain hardening exponents. Additionally the stress-strain curves are not smooth but
sometimes flat and, especially at 200˚C appear to be unstable (have jumps). These
phenomena might indicate the complex deformation mechanisms, which probably
involve both dislocations slip and twinning, occurring in these alloys especially at
200˚C. Besides, the initial data points of stress-strain curves can greatly improve the n
value. However, the reason for these phenomena has not been fully understood yet.
(8) The constant load indentation tests show that the steady-state creep rate of AE44-2 and
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AE44-4 increases with temperature. The creep resistance of AE44-2 are similar with
that of AE44-4 at 25 ˚C but the steady-state creep rate increases rapidly when the
temperature increases to 200˚C. both AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys lose a lot of creep
resistance at elevated temperature.
(9) In this study, we have some new findings: (i) a newly developed analytical technique
to deduce the stress-strain response of die-cast multi-phase AE alloys. This analytical
technique is based on the theories of Hill, Tabor, Matthew and Tirupataiah and relates
the indentation stress and strain to the strain hardening exponent. through an iterative
algorithm the stress-strain curves can calculated form the spherical indentation tests.
The local stress-strain curves at 25˚C and 200˚C illustrate the complex stress-strain
response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys. (ii) the relationship between the grain size and
the strain hardening exponent (n) was studied and found that the grain size has a
negative correlation with the strain hardening exponent at 25˚C and 200˚C.

6.2

Future work

The relationship between the microstructure and the mechanical properties of AE44-2 and
AE44-4 alloys was studied in this study, and the conclusions have been shown above.
However, more works need to be done in the future.
(1) The Vickers hardness tests need to be performed on the pyramidal castings. Because
the pyramidal castings have a wide range of grain sizes, this will benefit studying the
grain size effect on hardness.
(2) The cooling rate of the castings should be monitored at various locations to study the
relationship between the cooling rate and the grain size and improve the accuracy of
equation 5.2.2.
(3) Although the analytical approach can convert the load-depth curves to stress-strain
curves, there is still some error in this approach. The critical point is to improve the
accuracy of the value of the strain hardening exponent.
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(4) The stress-strain response of AE44-2 and AE44-4 suggests that there might be some
complex deformation mechanism existing in these alloys, especially at elevated
temperature. In order to study the possible mechanism more researches are need. For
example, the TEM (transmission electron microscope) should be used to study the
twinning structure in the specimens before and after the indentation tests.
(5) In this study, the method of measuring the grain size within the indentations causes
some error and needs to be improved. In the future, these indentations would be studied
using SEM and measure the grain size in the indentations by the SEM images to reduce
the error.
(6) The creep tests at various temperatures need to be performed on AE44-2 and AE44-4
specimens to study their creep behavior and calculate the activation energy of creep to
compare their creep resistance.
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Appendices
Appendix A: computed phase diagrams for the AE44-2 and AE44-4 alloys

Equilibrium cooling of AE44-4
Comments:
-

Trace elements (Zn, Si, Cu, Fe, Ni, Be) are not considered in this calculation due
to their very small concentration. They are assumed to either be in the solid
solution such as Cu or as pure impurity such as Fe.

-

At room temperature, out of 100g sample, I expect to form 92g (Mg) solid
solution and around 8g of 𝛼-Al11Re3 (Re= Ce, La, Nd, Pr)

-

Solidification terminates at around 607°C

-

Al3Re is the first solid to form the liquid but it decomposes upon cooling.
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Scheil Cooling of AE44-4 – simulates very fast cooling close to what happens during die
casting
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Comments:
-

In fast cooling, solidification terminates at lower temperature but Scheil simulation
underestimates the final solidification point therefore calculations are terminated at
1wt% liquid. Even, we sometimes terminate at 2wt%

-

More precipitates than slow cooling.

-

Around 5g Al3Re, 1.5g Laves_C15, 1.2g 𝛼-Al11Re3, and 0.2g Al8Mn5

-

Around 90g Mg solid solution is expected at room temperature; the rest is the above
solid solution precipitates.

Equilibrium cooling of AE44-2
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Comments:
-

Unlike AE44-4, Al3Re decomposes and Al-Mn intermetallic form at different
temperature ranges to finally end with around 1g of Al4Mn.
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Comment:
-

Similar precipitate types to AE44-4 but different amounts.
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